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Happy holidays!

THE panic-stricken scenarios that unfold in malls and other retail centers, especially at the approach of Christmas when everyone and his mother are caught in a frenzy of
bargain-hunting and gift-hoarding, make a good case for checking out Power Plant Mall at Rockwell Center.
Turn to page 8

At the Lopez Group
budget conference
...page 2

Four child wonders
in one ‘Christmasserye’...page 4

‘Da best’ Christmas
…page 14
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Ready for Christmas!
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January 2011-September 2011 financial results
Period
JanuarySeptember
ABS-CBN
LPZ
EDC
First Gen
FPH

TOTAL REVENUES
2010

2011

% change

P24.743B
P24.742B
P19.322B
$980.1M
P50.924B

P21.125B
P21.125B
P18.222B
$1.026B
P51.947B

-15
-15
-6
+5
+2

Net income/loss attributable to
equity holders of the parent company
% change
2011
2010
P2.901B
P13.035B
P7.126B
$66.5M
P25.456B*

P2.240B
P3.513B
(P670.2M)
$11.6M
P668M

-26
-73
-109
-83
-97

*Including P23.6 billion combined gain on the sale of Meralco shares (6.6%) and the mark-to-market
restatement of its Meralco shares

Lopez Holdings attributable
net income slips to P3.51B
LOPEZ Holdings Corporation
(LPZ) posted P3.513 billion in
net income attributable to equity holders of the parent for the
first nine months of 2011. This
is 73% lower than the P13.035B
net income attributable to
equity holders of the parent in
the first nine months of 2010.
The 9M2010 results include
LPZ’s share in the gain on sale
of Meralco shares by associate
First Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH).
Cushioning the impact of a
weaker year for its investees, LPZ
recorded P2.106B as reversal of
accrued interest on debt buyback,
following its tender offer in Au-

gust 2011. LPZ offered to buy
back approximately $41 million
in unrestructured obligations at
par value, and accepted tenders
for 82% of the amount.
Unaudited consolidated revenues dropped by 15% year-onyear (YoY) to P21.125B from
P24.742B, reflecting a challenging year for associate ABS-CBN
Corporation in the absence of
election-related advertising.
Finance costs-net decreased
by 26% to P625M from P847M
due to lower interest and finance
charges on both ABS-CBN and
LPZ debt during the period.
Equity in net earnings of associates for the period posted a 92%

decline to P888M, representing
LPZ’s share in the net income
of FPH for 9M2011 due to the
recognition of impairment loss
on Energy Development Corporation’s Northern Negros Geothermal Power Plant. Gain on
sale of investment in the amount
of P918M is from the sale of
Philippine Depositary Receipts
of SkyCable Corporation by both
ABS-CBN and LPZ, which was
first reported in Q1 2011.
Other income mainly represents the reversal of accrued
interest on debt buyback following the company’s tender
offer in August 2011. (Carla P.
Sison)

THE consolidated revenues
of First Philippine Holdings
Corporation (FPH) for the nine
months ended September 30,
2011 totaled P51.9 billion, higher by 2% or P1.0B compared to
the previous year’s P50.9B.
Sale of electricity accounted
for 84% of total revenues in

2011 and 82% in 2010. Revenue from sale of electricity
went up by P2.2B, or 5%, to
P43.7B due to the increase in
the prices of natural gas, and
higher fuel charges resulting
from the combination of a
higher dispatch from the Santa
Rita and San Lorenzo plants

of 89.9% for the period ended
September 30, 2011 compared
to 83.3% posted in 2010.
Sale of merchandise grew
by 40% (P1.7B) to P5.9B due
to higher revenues reported by
First Philec Solar Corporation.
Revenues from contracts
and services went up by 101%
(P1.2B) to P2.4B, mainly due
to the consolidated revenues
on construction and drilling
contracts of First Balfour and its
wholly-owned subsidiary ThermaPrime Well Services Inc.,
which was consolidated in July
2011. The increase was partially
offset by the decline in revenues
of First Philippine Industrial
Corporation due to the impact
of the continued shutdown of
white oil pipeline operations.
Equity in net earnings declined
by 104% (P3.4B) from last year
resulting in equity in net losses
of P129M for the current period.
This is mainly due to Energy Development Corporation’s net loss
for the first three quarters of 2011
as a result of the final provision
for impairment of the Northern
Negros Geothermal Plant.
FPH’s consolidated costs
and expenses totaled P45.7B,
higher by 11% (P4.6B) compared to the previous year’s
P41.1B. (Hazel Velasco)

At the annual budget conference

Business challenges
surmountable

LOPEZ Group chairman Amb.
Manuel M. Lopez believes the
challenges faced by the Group’s
various business units are surmountable for as long as they
remain united in looking after
the customers’ needs.
At the Group’s strategic
planning and annual budget
conference held on November 21, Amb. Lopez expressed
confidence in the Group’s ability to respond to market and
economic forces with the “right
strategy and the right teams.”
He said, “All the more we
should unite and demonstrate
excellence in our work. Let us
continuously monitor the environment from our multiple
perspectives, and do business
intelligence for one another.”
The chairman thanked top
executives for their malasakit
as they persevered in their
work despite a barrage of negative publicity hurled against
the Group last month.

The Lopez Group was taken
to task by two newspaper columnists for loans supposedly
written off by the Development
Bank of the Philippines under
the Special Purpose Vehicle law.
The loans were actually restructured via court-assisted rehabilitation, or with the consent of
creditors at the company level.
Having worked in Meralco,
the country’s largest electric
utility, for 27 years, the ambassador is no stranger to negative
press. He said he learned to
value good communication and
good teams because of persistent media attacks.
The ambassador was pleased
with the coming together of
cross-functional and cross-company teams in the Lopez Group
to respond to issues affecting
the various business units.
“I am proud that the various
parts of the Group, despite the
disparate businesses we operate, can close ranks at crunch

time…That is the kind of unity we require. Held together
by our values, let us stand together to defend the Group
against those who malign our
companies and our leaders because of their own ignorance
or of ill will.”
In closing, Amb. Lopez said,
“Even as we defend ourselves
from unjust accusations, let us
not allow political intrigue to
distract us from strengthening
and growing our businesses.
Our focus should remain on
our customers: what they want,
what they need, and what we
want them to want and need
from us. That remains the real
challenge of our time.”
Meanwhile, Lopez Group
vice chairman Eugenio Lopez
III (EL3) explained why allegations of wrongdoing by the two
columnists against the Group
are misplaced, misguided and
unfair (see full text of EL3’s remarks on page 6). (Carla P. Sison)

FIRST Gen Corporation reported an attributable net income
to parent of $11.5 million for the
nine months ended 2011, a decline of 82.6% compared to the
same period last year. The decline
is mostly attributable to an impairment charge of P5.0 billion
by its affiliate Energy Development Corporation (EDC) for its
49-MW Northern Negros Geothermal Power Plant. The noncash charge was earlier reported
in June of this year.
First Gen Hydro Power Corporation, the owner of the 132MW
Pantabangan-Masiway
hydroelectric power plants, contributed lower revenues due to
limited water availability coupled
with a decline in the wholesale
electricity spot market prices.
First Gen’s consolidated revenues were higher by $45.9M,
or 4.7% to $1.0B in the nine
months ended 2011. The increased revenues reflected the
higher dispatch and fuel prices
of the 1,000-MW Santa Rita
and the 500-MW San Lorenzo
natural gas power plants.
First Gen’s impairment
charge was partially cushioned
by lower interest expenses resulting from reduced debt levels and interest rates. Borrow-

ing costs declined by 16.9% to
$66.5M, from $80.1M as of
September 2010. Other than
scheduled loan payments of the
company’s subsidiaries, First
Gen also bought back substantial amounts of its convertible
bonds. The outstanding amount
of the bond is now $70.0M,
down 73.1% from the original

issued amount of $260.0M.
First Gen also issued non-call
seven-year perpetual preferred
shares of P10.0B last July 2011.
Part of the proceeds was used
to prepay the P5.0B outstanding debt of Unified Holdings
Corporation, the owner of the
60.0% stake in the San Lorenzo plant. ( Joel Gaborni)

First
Gen
reports
attributable
FPH consolidated revenues up 2%
net income of $11.5M

ABS-CBN nets P2.2B

THE consolidated net income of
ABS-CBN Corporation registered
P2.2 billion for the nine months
ended September 30, 2011.
ABS-CBN delivered consolidated revenues of P21.1B from
advertising and consumer sales, a
15% decline compared to a year
ago. Less the revenues from political advocacies and advertisements
in 2010, consolidated revenues in
the nine months of 2011 declined
by 3% year-on-year (YoY).
ABS-CBN’s advertising revenues reached P13.4B, a decline of
21% from a year ago. Minus the
revenues from political advocacies and advertisements in 2010,
advertising revenues declined by
4% YoY. This decrease is attributable to a slowdown in advertising
spending by corporates.
Consumer sales for the nine
months of 2011 amounted to

P7.8B, posting a 1% decline
from a year ago. ABS-CBN
Global revenues declined by
11% YoY in peso terms due to
the decline in subscribers and
the appreciation of the Philippine peso against the US dollar. Meanwhile, SKYcable continues to contribute positively
with revenues increasing by
10% to P3.2B.
Total operating and other
expenses dropped by P1.4B or
8% YoY to P16.0B.
Net income attributable
to shareholders for the nine
months of 2011 is at P2.2B, aided by a gain on sale of SKYcable
Philippine Depositary Receipts
to STT Communications Ltd.
Meanwhile, earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization hit P5.6B. (Paul
Michael Villanueva)

EDC earns P1,809M
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) reported a net
income of P1,809 million for
the third quarter of 2011, with
P1,661M attributable to the
equity holders of the parent company. This has reduced its year-todate net loss to P488M, which
is primarily attributed to the full
impairment of the Northern
Negros Geothermal Power Plant
(NNGP). In June 2011, EDC
recorded a P5-billion impairment
charge, a noncash expense, as a
result of the decommissioning
of its 49-MW power plant. The
shutting down of the NNGP finally puts an end to the cash drain
that EDC had to incur with the
plant’s suboptimal operations.
The P1,809M net income
earned in Q3 2011 is 7% lower

than the P1,956M net income in
the same quarter in 2010 mainly
on account of forgone revenues
from the sale of geothermal steam
due to delays in the recommissioning of the Bacman geothermal
power plants. The Bacman power
plants are undergoing massive
rehabilitation and are expected to
achieve commercial operations by
end of 2011.
“These are short-term setbacks that we are prepared to
endure in exchange for long-term
gains,” EDC president and COO
Richard Tantoco said. “2011 is
a transition year for EDC as we
continue to invest heavily in the
rehabilitation and upgrading of
our power generation assets acquired from the government in
2009 and 2010.” (Toni Nieva)
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EDC seals deal with Australian EL3: People’s emotional needs
firm for LatAm expansion
will shape future of media
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) recently sealed
a heads of terms agreement
(HOTA) with Hot Rock Limited (HRL), an Australia-based
international renewable energy
company holding one of the
largest geothermal acreage in
Australia.
The HOTA sets the framework and main commercial
principles for EDC’s acquisition
of a 70% interest in the volcanic
Calerias and Longavi geothermal
projects in Chile, where EDC
has a representative office, and
Quellaapatcheta and Chocopata
geothermal projects in Peru.
HRL has completed most of
the surface exploration activi-

ties in the geothermal projects.
Both EDC and HRL aim to
finish the remaining surface
exploration activities within
the next six months. Based on
the HOTA, EDC and HRL
will establish joint venture
companies to hold each of
the geothermal projects, with
EDC owning a 70% interest
and HRL maintaining a 30%
stake.
“We are excited with the
prospect of developing with
Hot Rock Ltd. what we consider as some of the best geothermal concessions in Chile
and Peru,” EDC president
and COO Richard Tantoco
said.

“…Our 35-year head start
coupled with our word-class
capabilities for geothermal exploration and development has
once again given us precedence
as we vie for markets overseas.
We are well on our way to becoming a true national champion, where Filipino expertise
will be used to bolster a position of leadership in a global
industry,” he added.
EDC, on its own, has submitted direct applications for
13 sites and bids for five sites
in Chile. The company is also
looking at opportunities to
develop geothermal projects
in Indonesia, Kenya and Peru.
(Toni Nieva)

BBC World News eyes bigger
PH audience on SkyCable

BBC news presenter Rico Hizon (center) with Mico Marco, SkyCable
Corporation Program Content and Marketing manager, and Terri
Seow, BBC World News Marketing head for Asia Pacific

BBC World News, part of the
BBC’s commercial group of
companies, made a push for
more viewers in the Philippines
with a call on SkyCable Corporation, the country’s largest
cable TV service provider.
Terri Seow, BBC World
News head of Marketing for
Asia Pacific, visited the Philippines with BBC World News
anchor Rico Hizon, a Filipino
broadcast journalist based in
Singapore. The team met with
the SkyCable sales team, introducing the channel and its
heightened presence in Asia.
The BBC has one of the largest news gathering networks in
the world with access to around
2,000 journalists and 70 bureaus globally.
“According to media brand
values survey, we are the most
trusted global news brand on
television,” Seow said. The BBC
is also the number one inter-

national news brand for Asia’s
upmarket elite, according to
the latest Synovate PAX survey
through second quarter 2011.
Hizon presents the “Asia
Business Report” and copresents
“Newsday,” which airs weekday
mornings (Manila time) on
BBC World News. “Asia Business Report,” running on its
eleventh consecutive year, provides live coverage and analysis
of business and market news
in Asia. “Newsday,” which premiered in June 2011, provides a
summary of the day’s top stories from both an Asian and
global perspective with Hizon
in Singapore and copresenter
Babita Sharma in the London
headquarters of the BBC.
Hizon, who was a field reporter and news anchor for
GMA Network from 1988
to 1995, concurrently hosted
“Stock Market Live” on the
ABS-CBN News Channel

when it was still called the Sarimanok News Network. “This
was from 1993 to 1995, before
the ‘network wars’ and cable TV
was not considered part of the
war yet,” he recalled.
Mico Marco, SkyCable Corporation Program Content and
Marketing manager, sees great
potential for BBC World News
in the Philippines.
“There is a big demand for
BBC content globally. We
believe there is a market, not
just for BBC World News, but
also for other BBC channels
among SkyCable subscribers.
This is just the beginning. We
are studying the other BBC
Worldwide channels like BBC
Entertainment, BBC Lifestyle,
BBC Knowledge, CBeebies
and BBC HD,” he said.
BBC World News is available to all SkyCable digital subscribers. (Carla P. Sison)

ABS-CBN chairman and
CEO Eugenio Lopez III
(EL3) said the future of media
is unknown, but vowed that
ABS-CBN will remain true
to its motto of being “in the
service of the Filipino.”
“I believe it is an honor and
privilege to work for a company that puts public service
at its center. For me, working
at ABS-CBN is not a job. It is
a calling,” said EL3 during the
22nd Philippine Ad Congress
session “Future of TV, Future
of Media.”
EL3 said technology can
change the way people consume media, but not the human nature to crave for recognition, affirmation, connection
and the inspiration to be the
best that they can be.
“The future of media would
be shaped by people’s needs
which, at its core, are emotional,” he said.
As an example, EL3 said
ABS-CBN’s teleseryes now
reach every Filipino in the
world via cable, satellite and
Internet protocol TV, with

viewers even catching up on
missed episodes via iWantv!,
but it is ABS-CBN’s content
that truly lifts spirits, that reflect the people’s joys, pains,
values, passions and dreams.
EL3 noted that the huge
investments that the company
made in technologies would
not have succeeded if Filipinos
were not burning with patriotism and yearning for redemption. At present, the company is
in test broadcast for digital terrestrial television or DTT that
will give clear digital signals and
additional channels to people
who can’t afford pay TV.
“We will invest in enabling
technologies, but we will continue leveraging our ability to
connect to the emotion,” he
said. “In this age of gadgets,
we believe that the right buttons to press are those in the
hearts of the people.”
EL3 added that in the next
ad congress, delegates will be
talking about media revolutions caused by technologies
that are not even viable today,
but assured that ABS-CBN

Bayan COO Raffy Aguado (3rd from left) smiles as he holds the key
to the City of Naga presented by Mayor John Bongat (right) during
the Bicol leg of the Bida Ka sa Bayan caravan. Greeting the mayor are
(from left) Chito Franco, head of Bayan Sales, and Ed Pahate, head of
Bayan Regional Sales

Digital TV the SkyCable way!
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will remain in the service of
the Filipino.
“Over many years, we were
able to maintain a meaningful
relationship with the Filipino
audience, being the media
company that connects our
countrymen all over the globe
through all kinds of media
platforms,” he said.
Aside from EL3, Manny
Pangilinan of TV5 and Atty.
Felipe Gozon of GMA-7 also
spoke at the session. (Kane
Choa)

Bayan caravan goes to Bicol

PROMOS & OFFERS
Experience the benefits of real
digital cable with no signal disruptions and no hidden charges
with SkyCable! SkyCable offers the widest selection of
digital and HD channels in
the industry: ESPN HD, NBA
Premium TV (HD), Discovery
Channel HD, History Channel HD, HBO HD, Fox Crime
HD, Star Movies HD, Nat Geo
HD, Star World HD and Fox
Family Movies HD, on top of

ABS-CBN chairman and CEO
Eugenio Lopez III

the pay-per-view HD
opportunities. SkyCable also boasts of exclusive channels such
as FX, Fox Crime,
AXN Beyond, Asian Food
Channel, Animax, ANC, Cinema One, Lifestyle Network,
Velvet, Balls, MYX, Hero and
Knowledge Channel. Choose
among various packages and
additional digital and HD
channels, without any hidden

charges. Pause, record and play
back live TV with the country’s
first DigiboxiRecord! For more
info, visit www.mysky.com.ph
or call SkyCable’s customer
service hotline at 381-0000.
Sign up today for a 15-day free
trial! (Susan Ortiz)

BAYAN’S top management,
headed by chief operating officer
Rafael Aguado, were recently in
the commercial, financial, religious and cultural center of the
Bicol region for Bida Ka sa Bayan,
a caravan program participated
in by customers, employees and
sales agents and its local government unit (LGU) partners.
Bida Ka sa Bayan aims to
showcase the company’s commitment to the local market through
marketing and promotional activities such as a customer recognition program and partner
meeting, a sales team awarding,
employee sports fest and appreciation night, and a school feeding program and tree planting,
among other activities.
As staunch partners in helping
bring progress to this part of the
country, Bayan is rallying behind
development plans espoused by
the LGUs of the Bicol region.
“We remain bullish in the economic potentials of this region and
we are determined to help sustain
and grow our market position
here. And in doing so we are able
help contribute to the exponential
growth and development of this
region,” Aguado said. (Red Samar)
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Pinky, Alvin anchor
all-new ‘TV Patrol
Weekend’

Pinky Webb and Alvin Elchico bring
you the latest news stories in ABSCBN’s flagship primetime newscast,
“TV Patrol Weekend.” They deliver
news and information geared toward
provoking discussions on socioeconomic issues that
may have been neglected by the government and society, empowering consumers about their rights and
providing features that will help Filipino families
achieve a work-life balance. Don’t miss “TV Patrol
Weekend” every Saturday, 5 p.m., and Sunday, 6 p.m.,
on ABS-CBN, or watch the live streaming on abscbnnews.com/tvpatrollive. (Kane Choa)

Angel officially joins ‘TODA Max’
ANGEL Locsin officially joins Robin
Padilla, Vhong Navarro and Pokwang
in “TODA Max,” fulfilling her dream
of starring in a family-oriented sitcom.
“I grew up watching sitcoms,
especially those filled with moral
values. I also believe that a family’s
relationship can be strengthened by
watching television together,” says
Angel.
Angel made a mark when she did
a serious wolf role in ABS-CBN’s hit
primetime series “Imortal” with John
Lloyd Cruz. With her effective guest
portrayal as Isabel Padausdos, Justin’s
(Vhong) girlfriend, in the first few ep-

Kapamilya network sweeps 29 awards

ABS-CBN is Best TV
Station in Star Awards

Journey with child wonders
in ‘Ikaw ay Pag-Ibig’

Discover the true meaning of Christmas through
the eyes of children in “Ikaw ay Pag-ibig,” top billed
by child wonders Zaijian Jaranilla, Xyriel Manabat,
Mutya Orquia and Louise Abuel. Embark on a
new journey this holiday season and witness how
the characters of Zaijan, Xyriel, Mutya and Louise
touch the lives of the people they meet. They share
screen time with Dimples Romana, Paulo Avelino,
Bembol Roco and Mark Gil. Catch “Ikaw ay Pagibig” weeknights after “TV Patrol” on ABS-CBN’s
Primetime Bida! (Rose Jabeguero-Rodillo)

JM’s big break—
‘Angelito: Batang
Ama’

JM de Guzman takes on his big
biggest role to date in “Angelito: Batang
Ama.” He portrays Angelito,a young
man who has to face the challenges
of parenthood at an early age. Join
Joining JM, who is also a theater actor
and recording artist, are Charee
Pineda, Kaye Abad, Tom Rodriguez, Ina Feleo and veteran actors
Elizabeth Oropesa, Al Tantay
and Snooky Serna, among others. Don’t miss “Angelito: Batang Ama” weekdays at
3:30 p.m. after “Helena’s Promise” on ABS-CBN’s
Kapamilya Gold. ( Jan Kristoffer Enriquez)

Controversial ‘Maria’

Expect a controversial Book 2 in “Maria la del
Barrio” as a new character is introduced in the
Primetime Bida drama series top billed by Erich
Gonzales and Enchong Dee. The show has been
extended until February next year. Book 2 presents a braver plot and a fiercer string of events as
its leads and villains face real issues of real people.
The show will tackle sensitive matters that no typical teleserye would dare to deal with. “Maria la del
Barrio” sets TV screens on fire weeknights after
“Reputasyon” on ABS-CBN. (R. Rodillo)

isodes of the Kapamilya Comedy flagship sitcom, she proved that her gift
in acting is not limited to primetime
teleseryes and romantic movies—she
also shines in comedy.
And proving that the concepts
of the Kapamilya Comedy remain undisputed, “TODA
Max” is now the No. 1 sitcom
based on the data from Kantar
Media. It garnered 23% average
monthly TV rating in November,
the highest among all comedy programs.
Catch “TODA Max” Saturdays
after “Maalaala Mo Kaya” on ABSCBN. (Kathy Solis)

ABS-CBN president Charo SantosConcio

ABS-CBN was again named Best
TV Station for the third consecutive
year and was the most awarded TV
network in the 25th Philippine Movie Press Club Star Awards for Television after garnering 29 awards versus
GMA’s 15 awards and TV5’s five.
ABS-CBN president Charo
Santos-Concio’s “Maalaala Mo
Kaya” (MMK) was proclaimed a
Hall of Famer for the Best Drama
Anthology category while Boy
Abunda received a Hall of Fame
award for the Best Male ShowbizOriented Host category.
Other winners from the Kapamilya network included Gretch-

en Barretto (Best Drama Actress,
“Magkaribal”), Coco Martin (Best
Drama Actor, “Minsan Lang Kita
Iibigin”), Ai Ai delas Alas (Best
Single Performance by an Actress,
“Krus” episode of MMK) and Enchong Dee (Best Single Performance by an Actor, “Parol” episode
of MMK).
“Minsan Lang Kita Iibigin”
(Best Primetime TV Series),
“ASAP Rocks” (Best Musical Variety Show) and Toni Gonzaga
(Best Female TV Host, “ASAP
Rocks”) also contributed to the
ABS-CBN sweep. ( Jan Kristoffer
Enriquez)

THOUSANDS of music lovers gathered at the Marikina Sports Park recently to
witness the biggest original Pilipino music (OPM)
concert event of the year,
MYX Mo! 2011, presented by
music channel MYX.
MYX’s annual celebration of
good music was extra special as
its online platform Myxph.com
launched its new look.
“Log on. Rock on” was this year’s
tagline as MYX Mo! 2011 was made
available in cyberspace. For all the
people who weren’t able to go to the
live event in Marikina, the performances and activities were streamed
online via www.myxph.com.
In this year’s celebration, OPM artists and bands like Chicosci, Spongecola, Callalily, Itchyworms, Rocksteddy, Gloc 9, Pedicab, Kiss Jane,
General Luna, Slapshock, Wolfgang,
Tanya Markova, Pupil, Rico Blanco
and a lot more performed.
YouTube sensation Marie Digby,
bossa nova singer Sitti and electronic/power pop artist Somedaydream
also jazzed up this celebration of
world-class Filipino music. (K. Solis)

Yael Yuzon of Spongecola

Win tickets to DZMM SilveRadyo: The Concert!

DZMM rules radio division in 1st Makatao Awards
DZMM Radyo Patrol 630 added
another award to its growing roster
of accolades with a Radio Station
of the Year Award at the People
Management Association of the
Philippines’ (PMAP’s) 1st Makatao
Awards for Media Excellence.
DZMM also swept all the
awards for radio this year: Best
News Anchor for Noli de Castro,
Best Public Affairs Program Hosts

for Gerry Baja and Anthony Taberna, Best News Program for
“Radyo Patrol Balita Alas-Siyete”
and Best Public Affairs Program
for “Dos Por Dos.”
The Makatao Awards honored
members of the mass media for
their outstanding contributions in
enhancing public understanding of
the role and impact of good people
management.

PMAP is a nonprofit professional organization of over 1,800
member companies and individual
management executives engaged
in human resource management
and industrial relations work.
Meanwhile, to mark its 25th
anniversary, DZMM is staging
a grand concert at the Araneta
Coliseum on December 17, 2011.
DZMM SilveRadyo: The Concert

will have performances from the
station’s anchors and reporters, and
ABS-CBN’s brightest celebrities.
To win tickets, stay tuned to
DZMM Radyo Patrol 630 and
DZMM TeleRadyo and text
“DZMM SilveRadyo,” your name
and address to 2366. The lucky
winners will be announced at the
end of each program. (Rae Anne
Ducut)

Star Records releases ‘Da Best’ Christmas album!
STAR Records spreads yuletide
cheer to Filipino families around
the world via the special Christmas
album “Da Best Ang Pasko ng Pilipino.”
Performed by 11-year-old FilCanadian Maria Aragon, together
with the University of the Philippines Concert Chorus, the album’s
carrier single “Da Best Ang Pasko ng
Pilipino” is also the theme song of

ABS-CBN’s Christmas station ID.
It was written by ABS-CBN Creative Communications Management
head Robert Labayen, while the music was composed and produced by
Jimmy Antiporda.
Star Records’ latest offering is a
mix of originals and all-time favorites, including Kapamilya Christmas
theme songs. The 14-track album
features some of the brightest stars

among Star Records’ roster of artists, such as Gary Valenciano, Jamie
Rivera, Erik Santos, Toni Gonzaga,
Aiza Seguerra, Yeng Constantino,
Angeline Quinto, Jovit Baldivino,
Marcelito Pomoy and Bugoy Drilon,
among others.
Enjoy the holidays Pinoy-style with
“Da Best Ang Pasko ng Pilipino,” now
available at your favorite record bars!
(Aaron Domingo)

YeaR-eNdeR
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The enchantment What I am
of Christmas
thankful for
PEACE to all men of goodwill... the
angels did sing on that first Christmas
Day when our Lord Jesus Christ, the
Son of God, was born to become man
and be our Savior. Peace and goodwill...
both seem to be in short supply then as
now. Over two thousand years after that
glorious day, humanity still doesn’t get
the message of that first Christmas.
Yet, we never fail to be enchanted
by the idea of Christmas. The concept
may have been more commercialized
in recent years than we want to, but the
spirit that enchants us about Christmas
stays in our souls. Peace and Love may
be lofty goals few of us really get to know
but the thought keeps us going. Once a
year regardless of age or social status, we
go back to the Christmases of our youth
when things seemed much simpler and
when peace and joy somehow resided in
our hearts.

AS we celebrate the holidays with
our loved ones, let us remember to
give thanks for the blessings the year
has brought us.
For me, I am most grateful for the
opportunity to serve our kababayan
in Japan especially during a most
trying year, visited by natural and
man-made calamities, crises and unforeseen challenges. I am happy to be
on hand to support our fellow Filipinos as they strive to rebuild their
lives and recover from losses suffered
due to the earthquake, tsunami and
nuclear plant incident in Northern
Japan.
I am also grateful for all the support I have received from you, my
kapamilya in the Lopez Group. Although I have been away for most of
the year, I know that you have faithfully done your fair share of work to

Turn to page 14
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‘We have been
blessings to one
another’
MGA kapamilya,
The Christmas season gives us
ample time for reflection.
Amid the busy days shopping and
the busy nights partying, I wish each
one of you a special time to be quiet
and to be alone with the reason for
the season, our Savior Jesus Christ.
It is easy to miss out on the personal message of Christmas because
of the rush of activities and the demands from our loved ones to spend
time with them, perhaps to buy them
gifts or bring them food. This is why
it is important to make time to be
alone, to enjoy the presence of God
in our life, in our mind, in our soul.
Whether we work in the corporate world, or in the various foundations supported by the Lopez Group,
there is great value in communing

‘Kapamilyas’ are
blessings

Making our
dream a reality

DEAR Kapamilya,
A line from our Christmas station
ID says “alam mong sa dulo ng bawat
taon, naghihintay ang masayang panahon.”
Indeed, I am happy that Christmas comes at a time when we look
back at the past 12 months of the
year. If the year has been good, we
have many reasons to celebrate and
a lot of things to thank God for. If
it was a hard year, we know that
family and friends will be around
to give us cheer and to soothe away
the pain.
I know that you have all been
working hard during the year. So,
my wish is for your Christmas to
be a time to spend more moments
with your loved ones. The work has
been so demanding, that’s why I am
sure that many of you missed many

OUR prospects and platform of
businesses today are exciting but we
are not under any illusions and recognize the tremendous amount of
work yet to be done to get our firms
ready to compete in this more competitive industry domestically and in
that global marketplace.
It will not be easy but on that arduous journey we must be guided by
our seven Lopez values of having a
pioneering entrepreneurial spirit,
a striving for business excellence,
unity, nationalism, social justice, integrity and a concern for employee
welfare and wellness. These values
were not crafted as mere words but
timeless principles that tell us where
our true north has been and always
will be.
One of our chairman emeritus’ favorite books is “The Living Company”

Turn to page 14
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Looking back at 2011

The ‘LopezLink’ year-end report

deCeMBeR 010JaNUaRY 011
Power Plant Mall
unveils its attractions
for one of the busiest
seasons of the year.
Amb. Manuel
M. Lopez urges
executives to think
“group” and ponder
the meaning of being
in the Lopez Group
even as they chart
directions for their
respective companies
teat the five-year stra-gic planning and annual budget
conference.
Lopez Holdings Corporation shareholders approve the
company’s employee stock option plan and employee stock
purchase plan.
FeBRUaRY
ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.
(AFI) reports on the status of

the Pasig River
specifi
cleanup, specifically the revival of
Paco Market and
Estero de Paco.
ABS-CBN
chairman
and
CEO
Eugenio
Lopez III reminds
communication
students at
the 6th Pi
Pinoy Media
Congress
that
“no
matter what form of
media you’re using, your
audiences always come
first.”
The Group takes home
nine trophies, five of them
courtesy of ABS-CBN, at
the 46th Anvil Awards.
MaRCh
ABS-CBN’s News and
Current Affairs Depart-

ment takes on new challenges
under SVP Ging Reyes.
After an earthquake and a
tsunami strike Japan on March
11, Amb. Lopez moves to secure and extend help to the
Filipinos affected by the twin
disasters.
First Philippine Holdings
(FPH) president Federico R.
Lopez (FRL)
Lo
leads the Lopez
Group
delegation to
the Business
Ac
Climate Action Summit.
aPR
a
aPRil
President
Oscar
R.
Lopez
Jr.
discusses the
fu
past and fuBen
ture of Benpres Building
and Eugenio

Lopez Center, the storied
structures managed by First
Philippine Realty Corporation.
Amb. Lopez
presents his credentials to Emperor Akihito at
the Imperial Palace in Tokyo.
MaY
Lopez Holdings Corporation
bounces back after a tough decade.
Five companies
receive awards for
exemplary corporate
governance from the
Institute of Corporate Directors. FPH
receives the top Platinum Award, Lopez Holdings
Corporation, EDC and ABSCBN receive Gold Awards,
and First Gen clinches a Silver
Award.

JUNe
Lopez Group chairman
emeritus Oscar M. Lopez
(OML), along with
23 others, summits
Mt. Kinabalu in late
May.
“When I think back
about what Meralco
Corpora
Securities Corporation (now FPH) has
been through all
these five decades
I can’t help but be
amazed,” says FRL
during
FPH’s
50th anniversary
celebration. The
un
company also unveils a fresh new
corporate logo to
convey its “journey and vision
for the next 50 years.”
President Salvador Tirona
says at the annual stockholders’
meeting that Lopez Holdings

Corporation looks forward to
a successful closure of its debt
restructuring exercise “in the
shortest time possible…”
JUlY
ABS-CBN Publishing Inc.,
under managing director
Ernie Lopez,
proves print’s
not dead—it
just adapted
to digital.
E D C ’ s
2010
integrated annual
and sustainability report, Values
@ work, becomes the first report of a Philippine company
to be validated by the Global
Reporting Initiative.
The Philippines, represented by Amb. Lopez, is elected
as chair of the council of the
Asean-Japan Centre.
Turn to page 10
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‘Let us show how our values work’ Mesala
Closing remarks of ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III at the Lopez
Group Annual Budget Conference on
November 21, 2011

TO those of you who still attend
Sunday Mass, you must be familiar
with that portion of the liturgical
year between Christmas and Good
Friday that the Church calls “ordinary times.” It connotes peaceful
times… nothing to get us too excited as we go through our routine
of doing business.
Ten years of the Arroyo administration were bad for everyone but it is
over. It was with a sigh of relief that
we welcomed a new administration
enjoying tremendous credibility. And
because it is determined to fight corruption and to improve governance
in this country, our businesses stand
to benefit from increased investor
confidence. And I also thought that
after the Group ceded control of
Meralco and dropped Willie Revillame, we would be living in more or
less ordinary times… less prone to
seeing ourselves in the newspapers
being attacked for something or another. Not so, it would seem.
Exactly two weeks ago, I was totally surprised to see two prominent
columnists attacking us because according to them, DBP [Development Bank of the Philippines] wrote
off P1.67 billion worth of loans to
several of our units from 1996 to
2000, which incidentally included
loans to SkyCable originally granted
to Manny Pangilinan’s Home Cable
which we assumed when we bought
it. The way the stories were written, it
was made to appear that we got special favors or some form of accommodation from DBP and that in
the end, we supposedly left the Filipino taxpayers holding an empty bag
where P1.67B should have been.
Those of you who have been with
the Group for a while and who
understand the nature of today’s
financial transactions know nothing
could be farther from the truth. To
put it very simply, if DBP held on to
our debt, they would have been paid
100% of it by now… and would have
no need to write off anything. We
did redeem our debts which went
into restructuring and the last batch
of creditors got 100% of the debt
value repaid. And while our debts
were being restructured, we paid interest on our debts… so it isn’t as if
DBP, or any of our creditors for that
matter, were, as we would say it in
Filipino, na-agrabyado.
What happened was that DBP
was too anxious to cash in on our
debt so they sold it at a discount to
a Special Purpose Vehicle or what
is commonly known as a SPAV.

That was their decision, not ours. In
today’s financial world, there are socalled vulture funds or those who actually buy what are called distressed
loans. Once we went into restructuring, our debt papers were considered
distressed and could be bought and
sold in the open market for a discount over face value. When we were
finally able to pay off our debts, many
of those who got our payment were
not the original creditors but vulture
funds who bought our papers at a
discount… and they made money.
One other thing that is difficult
to explain to columnists who do
not understand finance is that DBP
was only one of many creditors in
a consortium of creditors who lent
us money. They didn’t have to be in
the consortium because at the time
we borrowed there were enough
lenders to fill our needs. DBP’s
portion was a
rather small portion of the total
amount we borrowed
which
could have been
covered by some
other creditor.
In other words,
we didn’t force
DBP to lend us
money. They joined the consortium because after analysis and due
diligence, they were convinced they
could make money on the deal.
But all businesses involve risks.
Of course businesses could go up
or down and in our case, the Asian
financial crisis, some bad decisions
on our part and a hostile regulatory
environment all combined to put us
in real trouble which forced us to go
into financial restructuring. If there
was any real victim of circumstances
here, it is the Lopez Group because
we ended up writing off P20.7B in
equity and investments for Maynilad and Bayan Telecommunications
alone. This does not include the cost
of interest on loans.
So, some people are saying, why
can’t we, now that we are more financially able, pay DBP back? How
can we? DBP already sold our debt
to a SPAV which probably sold it
to another entity that actually collected the full value of the amount
from us when we concluded our
rehabilitation effort. Recognizing
and paying our debts is sacrosanct
in the Lopez Group. We do not
run away from our obligations, especially not at the expense of the
taxpayers, an unfair insinuation in
the recent Inquirer columns. In fact,
we did pay our debts according to
the rules. We paid whoever held
our debt papers at the time, which
may not be the original creditor.

On this subject of debt payments, I want to quote a section
from Raul Rodrigo’s “Kapitan,” the
book on my father, to show how
the Lopez family feels about this
matter. Here are a few paragraphs
from that book:
“Geny’s second big decision in the
late 1980s was not about business
strategy, but about keeping his word
of honor. Geny had long been bothered by the ABS-CBN debts left
stranded in 1972 when the Marcos
regime seized the network. On September 22, 1972, it had owed P48.1
million in principal to various lenders, including Citibank (P19.3M),
PCIBank (P9.2M), Fidelity Bank of
Philadelphia (P3.5M) and Crocker
National Bank (P2.5M). Over the
years, Citibank in particular pressed
Marcos and Benedicto to repay
these debts, since they controlled the
Broadcast Center.
But the two had
always turned a
deaf ear, even to a
direct appeal from
the bank’s chairman, John Reed,
himself. In time,
the banks gave up,
and wrote off the
debts as casualties
of political turmoil.
“But Geny did not forget. Although ABS-CBN no longer had
a legal obligation to repay the loans,
since they had been proscribed by the
lenders, he still felt a keen moral obligation. So in 1987, Geny arranged
to repay the network’s outstanding
debts in several installments over the
next few years. Certainly, CFO Gabby Lopez could have used the funds
paid to Citibank to retire some more
recent debt, such as the supplier’s
credit arrangement with Sony or the
loan from RCBC, more quickly. Or
chief engineer Mako Elizan could
have used that money to buy some
more new equipment badly needed
at the Broadcast Center. Certainly
the production crew down at the
props area suffering from a shortage
of simple things like chairs would
have had some suggestions on how
best to use the money.
“But Geny wanted the new
ABS-CBN to begin its second life
with a clean slate.
“Gabby recalled: That was the
way my father was—he felt he
owed them money and it was a
moral obligation, if not a legal obligation, and he paid them.’
“For their part, the lenders were
very pleased to recover tens of millions in funds that they had long
ago written off. They met with Geny
and Gabby and agreed to a comfortable restructured repayment scheme

spread out over several years. Geny’s
move greatly boosted the standing and credibility of ABS-CBN in
the local and international financial
markets. The Kapitan demonstrated
that ABS-CBN was not only a company that knew how to play and win
the game, but that it would play the
game by gentlemen’s rules.”
Paying our debts in the Lopez
Group is something like religious
dogma… no two ways about it. So
it was so absurd that this accusation
was leveled at us without any warning. Of course we are in truth just
collateral damage. Whoever caused
that story to be published by two
unwitting columnists really wanted
to change the direction of a Senate
hearing on more recent loans granted by DBP. It was unfair of them
to include us in their mudslinging,
but I guess that is how it is in our
country’s political scene today.
We don’t expect that episode to
be the last. Because of ABS-CBN’s
prominence, we will always be a
tempting target for those who have
axes to grind. And now, because of
Gina’s campaign against mining in
island ecosystems, we have a whole
industry after us. In other words,
we have to accept that we will have
a lot of enemies than we even know
about… even in ordinary times.
This is why our Lopez Credo and
Lopez values are more important
than ever. By living these values in
our businesses, we can be sure that
we are always on the side of good…
working always for the good of Filipinos. As I said in the last budget
conference, we are expected to live
by standards higher than those acceptable for most business organizations. We are expected to do business with honor and integrity at all
times. We are expected to stand by
what is right for our country, even if
sometimes it makes doing business
a little more difficult and we start
losing our friends, and make more
enemies, as it happened to our Lord
Jesus Christ or to Jose Rizal and
Ninoy Aquino, for that matter.
This year has been quite challenging for all our companies. Next year
may be more so, given what is happening around the world. But even
as we find ways to strengthen and
prosper our businesses, let us show
how our values work as our compass
in the very treacherous environment around us. It will likely never
be smooth sailing for us as far as
Philippine business and politics go.
But as long as we know we live our
values, we will always overcome.
Thank you for staying the course
with us. It is this unity that keeps us
strong for the long journey ahead.
Salamat, kapamilya.

releases
2nd partial
dividend

THE board of trustees of Meralco Employees
Savings and Loan Association Inc. (Mesala) declared a partial dividend equivalent to 7.65% of
capital contribution as of October 31, 2011, payable starting November 25, 2011.
Mesala general manager Alfredo Ramos said
that all dividends will be credited to the member’s savings deposit, except for those members
with authority to credit the dividend to their
bank account.
Dividends credited to savings deposits may be
withdrawn through the ATM facilities of BPI
or BDO after the member submits a withdrawal
slip to Mesala, which will then credit the amount
to the member’s bank account. For over-thecounter transactions, withdrawals of P100,000
and below shall be paid in cash, while amounts
in excess of P100,000 shall be paid in check.
Ramos also said that the final dividend for
November and December earnings will be declared in January 2012 after the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas approves the rate.

With announcement
of 2012 holidays

HR Council:
Plan work
details

WE can start planning our R & R and work
details with the declaration of 18 official holidays in 2012.
President Benigno Aquino III in November
signed Proclamation 95 designating 10 regular
holidays, five special nonworking days, two Muslim religious holidays and one special holiday.
The regular holidays are New Year’s Day
( January 1), Maundy Thursday (April 5),
Good Friday (April 6), Araw ng Kagitingan
(April 9), Labor Day (May 1), Independence
Day ( June 12), National Heroes Day (August
27), Bonifacio Day (November 30), Christmas
Day (December 25) and Rizal Day (December 30).
The special nonworking days in 2012 are
Chinese New Year ( January 23), Ninoy Aquino
Day (August 21) and All Saints Day (November 1), plus two additional days—November 2
and the last day of the year, December 31.
The lone special holiday is the anniversary of
the 1986 EDSA Revolution, a no-classes day
for all schools.
The holidays for the observance of Eid’l Fitr
(Festival of Fast-Breaking) and Eid’l Adha
(Feast of Sacrifice) will be announced when “it
is determined in accordance with the Islamic
calendar.” (Yiessa Borbon)
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PR CHALLENGE

Multi-awarded
‘LopezLink’
captures
4th Quill!
Amb. Manuel M. Lopez

Lopez Group HR Council
chair Cedie Lopez-Vargas

FPH chairman Federico R. Lopez

FPH VP for HR Beth
Canlas

Bam Aquino of Microventures Inc.

Lopez Group HR Council
holds 10th HR Summit
By Ross Hamo Jr.

company’s transition from governmentowned corporation to private entity and
where they want the company to be in
the future in “The EDC Story.”
Rounding out the morning’s learning session was the plenary session
“Building the HR Function of the Future” with Robert Zampetti of Towers
Watson, Hong Kong.
In the afternoon, four concurrent
sessions catered to the varying concerns of the people managers of the
Lopez Group: organizational development trends, talent strategies, social
business trends and their impact on
the workplace, and “leveling up” HR
and communications skills.
The afternoon’s plenary session on
compensation and benefits trends was
led by Joseph Javier of Towers Watson
Philippines.
“The launch of the Lopez values is
anchored on the wish of our chairman
emeritus, Oscar M. Lopez, to ensure
that all the Lopez companies will be
built to last,” First Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH) chairman
and CEO Federico R. Lopez (FRL)
said in his closing remarks.
“Superior strategy and positioning is
useless if our companies don’t have the
culture and values that enable business
excellence to thrive and be sustained over
time,” FRL added. “…We have to constantly leverage on each other’s strengths
if we are to thrive as a Group.”
HR Summit chair Beth Canlas,
VP-HR of FPH, did a recap of the key
learning from the learning sessions.

1. The EDC team
2. The DZMM TeleRadyo team
3. The e-Frequency team with IABC’s
Owen Camayo and Sherryl Yao (4th and 5th
from left)
4. The Imortal Online team flanked by
IABC’s Rey David and Roni Merck Tapia
5. First Gen’s Pulse team
6. Lopez Holdings Corporation’s LopezLink
team

Nine Quills for Lopez
Group in 2011
THE Lopez Group racked up nine
wins at the 10th Philippine Quill
Awards held at the Crowne Plaza Galleria, Ortigas on November 28, 2011.
ABS-CBN, which won the most
number of Quills among all TV networks this year, accounted for four citations. DZMM’s Teaching Learning
Caring, DZMM TeleRadyo and the
e-Frequency employee intranet site
each won an Award of Merit in their
respective categories, while Imortal
Online created by ABS-CBN’s Digital
Brand Management received a finalist
nod in its category.
Energy Development Corporation
(EDC) was the Lopez Group’s best
finisher this year, with an Award of
Excellence for Values @ Work: EDC’s
Sustainability Story. Its Kanaga-EDC
institute of Technology: Producing
the World’s Greatest Nation Builders, meanwhile, snagged an Award of
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Merit, while Values in Action: The 2010
EDC Integrated Annual and Sustainability Report received a finalist citation.
Two other Lopez Group publications also took home Awards of Merit:
First Gen’s Pulse and Lopez Holdings
Corporation’s LopezLink (see sidebar).
The awards are handed out annually by the International Association
of Business Communicators (IABC)
Philippines to communications programs and tools that exhibit clear
objectives and strategies, creative executions and measurable benefits. It is
considered the country’s most prestigious and relevant award for business
communications programs.
IABC is a global network of more
than 14,000 business communication
professionals in over 60 countries. The
Philippines is the first IABC chapter
outside North America.
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THEMED “HR TO DA MAX: Revolutionizing HR to Sustain Organizational Excellence,” the Lopez Group
HR Council held its 10th HR Summit
on November 25, 2011. Attended by
people managers from Lopez Group
companies, the summit was hosted
by Energy Development Corporation
(EDC) at its new corporate offices at
One Corporate Center, Ortigas.
In her opening remarks, HR Council chair Cedie Lopez-Vargas gave an
overview of the summit as well as the
activities and accomplishments of the
HR Council over the past year.
As the keynote speaker, Lopez
Group chairman Amb. Manuel M.
Lopez shared his views on HR.
“Your job is to see to it that everyone
is well motivated, whether someone is
watching or not, to work according to the
Lopez values… Furthermore I want our
HR professionals to be concerned about
the career development of our people,
making sure that high-potential employees achieve their potentials,” he stressed.
Forum moderator Susan Grace Rivera began the summit proper by leading
the participants in a chant: “The revolution starts with me! The revolution starts
with you! The revolution starts with us!”
The leaders’ forum resource speakers, Maynilad president and CEO
Victorio Vargas and Microventures
Inc. president and CEO Bam Aquino,
tackled “Strategic Partnering with
HRs and Leveling of Expectations.”
Meanwhile, EDC president and
COO Richard Tantoco shared his

YOUR publication has done it again!
Lopezlink, the
multi-awarded
Group-wide newsletter for our kapamilyas in the Lopez Group of companies, won an Award of Merit at the
10th Philippine Quill Awards.
“LopezLink: A Unified Communication Program” was recognized
under the Communication Management division.
“LopezLink demonstrates how new
media can be used not just to fill in
gaps in the reach of the printed corporate newspaper, but rather how
these new tools can boost the readership of a traditional tool… LopezLink
has evolved from being a regular
corporate newspaper offering corporate news and entertainment into a
complete communication package offering public service and training for
the Lopez Group’s employees and selected stakeholders,” said Rosan Cruz,
executive editor of LopezLink.
It is the fourth Philippine Quill
Award for LopezLink, which received
Awards of Merit in 2006, 2007 and
2008. In 2009, it bagged an Award of
Excellence from the Asian Multimedia
Publishing Awards, Asia’s premier publishing awards program. (Carla P. Sison)
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(L-R): All lighted up, Power
Plant Mall beckons shoppers;
A herd of plush reindeer from
Hansa Toys is a one-of-a-kind
draw at the mall this Christmas;
The red Jag, the grand prize in
the annual Christmas raffle,
awaits its new owner; and Santa
Claus takes a breather at the
South Court

Noël 2011

treats
Musical Christmas
@ North Court, 
p.m.

Choirs from different organizations perform at Power
Plant Mall every weekend
until December 18. The
biggest performance, by
9Works Theatrical, is a production entitled “ Yuletide
Symphonies” and features
classic and modern Christmas songs.
December
3: Lifegiver
4: Alay sa May Kapansanan
10: Children’s Joy
11: Himig Sanghaya
18: 9Works

santa’s Wishing
station @ North
Court/R1 escalator
area

Kids, interact with Santa
and make wishes at Santa’s
Wishing Station every
weekend until Christmas
Day! Santa will also be going around the mall to give
out treats to kids and adults
alike!

Baker’s dozen

Have your pick of the
choicest baked goodies to
give away as gifts or to enjoy with your family at the
Baker’s Dozen pastry fair
happening on all weekends
of December!

Moonlit Bazaar

Do hassle-free Christmas
shopping till 12 midnight
on December 2-4 and December 9-11 at the Rockwell Tent and find the gifts
you’re looking for. On the
side, there will be entertaining performances to liven up
your shopping experience!
(Nowee dela Cerna)

READY...
from page 1

At the mall on a weekday
morning, late November, the
doors have just opened and
everything is still quiet and
relaxed. There is no sales staff
screeching “Ma’am, Sir, bili na
kayo!” upon seeing your shadow
on the threshold of their establishment. You enter a store selling trinkets that was featured
on your favorite blog. The sales
associate recites the prices of
the items that you ask about,
retreating with a smile when
you nod thanks and walk away.
At the mall again, on a
weekend.
It seems to be the busiest day
of the week, with families doing
their weekly grocery rounds
at Rustan’s and the traditional
Sunday lunch get-together.
Mom sneaks in a bit of Christmas gift-shopping at Muji when
the kids head off to Toys R Us,
while Dad gets acquainted with
the iPhone 4S at the Power Mac
Center. Despite the sharp spike
in foot traffic, the pace remains

laid-back, the noise levels muted.
The Christmas décor, as always,
hews to the classic colors, albeit
jazzed up with the Power Plant
Mall touch. The halls are festooned with hundreds of “Sputnik” stars (after the Cold Warera Russian satellites) in red and
white, which were made especially for Rockwell. The theme
is replicated in 3D all over the
Rockwell Center grounds. At
the North Court, nothing less
than a Christmas-red, elegant
XF Premium Luxury Jaguar is
waiting to be won by a lucky
shopper, for the annual holiday
car raffle.
At the Power Plant Mall
Retail office at the basement
level, Roshele Moreno and
Belen Nones, assistant vice
president for Retail Leasing
and assistant vice president
for Retail Operations, respectively, sit down to talk with
LopezLink. They are two of the
tireless women on Power Plant
Mall vice president-general
manager Malou Pineda’s team.
They explain that they are at
the mall even before the start

of mall hours at 10 a.m. On any
given day, one might run into
them as they check on tenants
or catch up with mall regulars.
“Our typical day at the beginning of the year is the same
typical day at the end of the year,”
Moreno says. “But there are peak
seasons, like Easter, the summer
break and Christmas, which actually starts on Halloween.”
“We feel the increase in
foot traffic, in the cars parking,”
Nones affirms. “We look forward to this. It makes our day
more exciting.”
What Power Plant Mall
lacks in sprawl or sheer numbers, it more than makes up for
with ambience, warm service,
hotel-standard bathrooms and
top-notch security. So much so
that an enthusiastic netizen even
proposed the Power Plant Mall
team as possible candidates to
run the much-maligned Ninoy
Aquino International Airport.
Power Plant Mall also pioneers the concepts of expanding
creatively beyond its four walls by
extending retail services to other
residential areas in Rockwell.

MEET THE CHRISTMAS DéCOR TEAM
AS the mall’s operations manager,
engineer Federico Rene Martinez’s
turf includes parking management,
equipment and facilities management,
landscaping, safety and everything in
between. “Basically all the day-to-day
activities that are necessary for us to
operate the
mall, all
of it is
under
my
watch.
We are
on call
seven days
a week, 24
hours a
day,” he
revealed,
adding
the
team is

working harder this Christmas
than they’ve worked the whole year.
Martinez completed his BS Mechanical Engineering degree at De La Salle
University-Manila in 2006 and joined
Rockwell Land’s Property Development group in 2007 before moving to
Power Plant Mall in 2009.
Design and planning assistant manager
Jolleen Celestino
put in five years with
Rockwell Land before
going on a one-year
sabbatical, returning
in 2009. The interior
designer is in charge
of the landscape
maintenance of
Rockwell Center, the
Rockwell Business
Center and The

You may find trendy boutiques
Itsie Bitsie, Beyond the Box and
Univers right across the street.
Unique food concepts such as
Bistecca, Lu and, soon to open
in Number One Rockwell—AK
Bistro, Tajimaya, Bizu, Apartment 1B and Wine Story also
dot the Rockwell landscape.
After all, Moreno and
Nones are continually working,
always on the lookout for ways
to upgrade, polish and refine
the Power Plant Mall’s brand
of service. “When we enter a
shopping center, here or abroad,
my son would accuse me: ‘You’re
working!’” Moreno laughs.
Nones’s daughter, on the
other hand, would sometimes
refuse to accompany her on
trips to other malls, knowing
she’ll do something “weird” like
pick up litter on the floor. “It’s
second nature to us here, if we
see a piece of paper, we pick it up
because we think that this is our
home,” the Leasing AVP says
of Power Plant Mall. “No less
than our president, Mr. [Nestor]
Padilla, does it, so that’s the
mindset that we have also.”
“We cannot compete in size,
but we can compete in service, we

Grove. “This Christmas season, I’m
in charge of the exterior lighting of
the whole center as well as the design
coordination of the big exterior
Christmas trees at mall’s interim area
and at One Rockwell,” she shared.
Celestino majored in interior design at
the University of Sto. Tomas (UST),
graduating in 2003. She is a member
of the Philippine Institute of
Interior Designers.
Architect drent Mendoza joined
Rockwell Land in 2008 and transferred to Power Plant Mall in
2010. He now oversees tenant
fit-outs and renovations, and
handles architectural projects,
improvements and upkeep
as the mall’s tenancy
head. In terms of the
mall’s Christmas décor,
Mendoza is tasked to

can compete in the experience
that you will feel the minute you
step in that door. The minute you
come in, you feel at home right
away,” Moreno asserts.
“If you get lost, you might
as well enjoy it. But the mall is
very linear, like a track and field
oval, so you won’t really get
lost,” Nones points out.
Here’s a useful tip for the fashion forward: some retailers release
merchandise in Power Plant
ahead of their other branches by
as much as two weeks. If you’re
the type who always wants to be
ahead of the pack fashion-wise
or gadget-wise, then the mall is
a must-visit.
“Stores like Kamiseta, Bayo
or Bench have the same price
points wherever branch you
go to, but one of the perks in
our branches is that there are
sometimes special collections
that are available only in Power
Plant,” Moreno adds.
Marco Vinluan is one of
the young guns on the Power
Plant Mall team. Now the cinema manager, he has been with
Rockwell for the past five and
a half years. While the mall’s
six cinemas contribute sig-

ensure that the lights are all working
properly and the displays, including
the handcrafted plush reindeer from
Hansa Toys, and other décor are not
damaged. Mendoza graduated with a
degree in architecture from the UST
in 2008. He worked part-time as a
barista in college, but
considers his stint
with Rockwell his
first real job.
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nificantly to mall traffic all year
round, Vinluan says December
is the time when more kids
flock to the theaters to enjoy the
Christmas-themed offerings.
He and his team got ready for
the onslaught by beefing up security so that the young patrons
can hang out and run around in
a safe and secure environment.
“Our No. 1 thrust is really
customer service. We make sure
that the experience is perfect for
everyone, from the time they buy
a ticket up to the actual viewing
in the cinema,” Vinluan says.
For 2012, he promises “more
pampering, more freebies” for theatergoers; they are also bringing in
state-of-the-art equipment—including audio processors, screens
and speakers—as Power Plant
Cinema goes digital next year.
“Some of these things you will see
only in Power Plant,” he notes.
Jun dela Cruz calls himself the
remaining “original” of the Operations group, having been with
Power Plant since 2001 when the
mall was barely a year old.
One of the challenges of being head of security, he shares,
is implementing security measures that do not go beyond the
bounds of customer service.
“We can do rigid inspections
and body frisking like in other
malls. But the question is, if it
inconveniences your customer,
will he still come back to your
establishment tomorrow? So

we make up for that with other
measures,” dela Cruz says.
In “normal mode,” Power
Plant Mall has a 110-strong
security force, a newly upgraded
CCTV systems and a firefighting unit. At any one time, more
than 50 guards, including nonuniformed security personnel,
are discreetly keeping an eye on
the mall’s customers.
“Medical training is also included in the annual budget for
operations. And aside from the
training that our service provider
conducts for their people, which
we require of them, they also
conduct additional training twice
a year as part of their contract;
these are conducted right here on
our premises so we can monitor,
especially their compliance training which includes drug tests and
neuro tests,” dela Cruz notes.
This Christmas, aside from
beefing up its current manpower, uniformed policemen
also roam the center’s grounds.
“We’re very ready for the
Christmas rush,” the security
manager assures.
First thought of and still
maintained as being the Rockwell
resident’s greatest amenity, Power
Plant Mall’s high standards in the
retail mix, pioneering concepts,
flawless security measures and
state-of-the-art cinemas can only
be attributed to the vision of delivering luxury and creating lifestyle
for a 100% Rockwell experience.



ExECUTIVE FEATURE

Faithful to their ‘king’
By Carla Paras-Sison

FOR Roshele Moreno and Belen Nones,
delivering a lifestyle where “the customer is king” is a daily challenge requiring
business excellence and innovation.
Moreno is assistant vice presidentRetail Leasing of Rockwell Land Corporation. This means she is the person to
talk to if you want to put up a business
in Power Plant Mall, Rockwell Business Center or in any of the commercial
spaces in the residential condominiums
and The Grove.
Nones is Rockwell Land assistant
vice president-Retail Operations. This
means she is the person accountable
for the way Power Plant Mall is run
and maintained on a day-to-day basis.
For the holiday season, this includes
the Power Plant Mall’s distinctive
Christmas decor, scented air and even
free shuttle service to the Makati and
Ortigas commercial business districts
(CBDs). She is also the one responsible
for 24/7 elevators at Rockwell Business
Center and the maintenance of all facilities and amenities in the spaces leased
out by Moreno.
inspired
Working together, Moreno and
Nones deliver on Rockwell Land’s customer-is-king promise in ways that can
be described as inspired.
“Rockwell Center is a world of its
own. Unlike in other residential developments that are built around an existing mall, in Rockwell Center the mall
was built after the first five towers were
built. And its purpose was very clear: it
was to serve the community around it.
This gave us focus. We know our market and we can zero in on helping our
customers experience a complete way of
life,” says Moreno.
“The challenge is to deliver the Rockwell brand of service in a cost-efficient
way. For example, Power Plant is the only
mall in the Philippines that provides free
use of all its restrooms. It’s a service we
happily give. We don’t charge users P10
like in other malls. Another example is

SPOTLIGHT

A taste of

Roshele Moreno

the free shuttle service to the Makati and
Ortigas CBDs, which is a year-round offering that provides convenience to our
shoppers. All these enhance our brand,
and we get repeat visits in return. The
customers know that we listen to them,
and they can rely on us for whatever it is
they need,” Nones says.
highly valued
Moreno believes integrity is highly
valued in the business. “If we are
straightforward in everything we do, if
we hold our customers, suppliers and
colleagues in high esteem, they will
trust us and respond in the same way. It
makes doing our jobs easier. It also saves
us a lot of time.”
Nones adds that the passion to excel
and to innovate is part of the Rockwell
team’s DNA. “We have to outdo ourselves or create something new every
time. We can’t be complacent. We can’t
say that’s not our job. There are no silos
here. We work as a team.”
Both ladies are proud of Rockwell
Land’s reputation as an innovator in the
property development field. It introduced
the stadium-style seating for cinemas 10
years ago, and now all cinemas are built
stadium-style. It introduced lofts and

Luxury

WHAT’S a Christmas mall experience without a Christmas raffle? Big boys looking for
their big toys can look forward to the biggest
Christmas treat yet from Power Plant Mall.
Every P2,000 single receipt purchase from all
stores and P3,000 single receipt purchase from
Rustan’s Supermarket entitles shoppers to one
raffle coupon that gives them a chance to win
the Christmas raffle prize—a Jaguar XF Premium Luxury. The promo ends on January 19,
2012, with the grand draw to be held on January
20, 2012. (N. dela Cerna)

Belen Nones

gardens in residential condominiums
and everybody else followed suit.
Treated like royalty
Guided by this sterling reputation,
Moreno and Nones assure Rockwell
Land’s retail customers—tenants, shoppers and suppliers—that they will be
treated like royalty not as a promise,
but in fact. They receive plenty of affirmation from the select neighborhood
of Rockwell residents and Power Plant
Mall shop owners who make Rockwell
Center a true inner-city community,
self-contained and offering maximum
convenience.
“Come to Power Plant Mall. We
have extended mall hours till December
23, that’s from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Shop
where Christmas shopping will not be a
burden for you. Preparing for Christmas
will be fun in Rockwell, just as it should
be,” says Moreno.
Nones says, “Power Plant Mall has
something for everyone, for every price
point. The fun is in the hunting. Where
can you get parking that’s P45 all day?
Consider it value for money. We offer
convenience, safety and security, the
best shops in the country. Plus, you get
treated like a king or queen.”
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NOSTALGIA

ONGOINGS
Fundamentals of
Materials on January 5

AS part of its lecture series on materials, the museum has invited speakers from the Forest Product Research and Development Institute to speak
about paper. Fundamentals of Materials: Paper on
January 5, 2012, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., will dwell on basic
pulping and papermaking, recycling and testing of
paper.
While digital media and other technologies have
led to a decrease in the use of paper, there are still
items for which this material is indispensable or part
of their history. These items include prints, maps,
books and photographs.
And even though technology has negatively affected the use of paper, it has also led to different
ways of producing the material. The paper produced
differs in quality and quantity, with the former posing a great challenge to artists, conservators, collectors and printers. The seminar hopes to give these
publics a better understanding of the material they
work with. Seminar fee of 2,000 includes snacks and
lunch.

LOPEZ VALUES IN ACTION

The hawk-eagle in music
and dance

The banog (Philippine hawk-eagle) has been depicted
in music and in a dance known as binanog among
the Panay Bukidnon. The imitation
of its qualities in these art forms reaffirms the qualities of the bird which
the community deems important. On
January 14, 2012, 2 p.m.-4 p.m. Dr.
Christine Muyco of the UP College
of Music will discuss the narratives
found in these art forms, revealing
them to be more than mimetic.
Dr. Muyco, a music composer and
ethnomusicologist, was a fellow of the
Asian Cultural Council. She finished
her Ph.D. in Philippine Studies at
the University of the Philippines,
Diliman. Currently, she serves as
chairperson of its Theory and Composition Department. Aside from her
academic service, she also has active
cultural participation in the growth of

Schools of Living Traditions in Panay in Western
Visayas.
The lecture is part of the Reverb exhibit ongoing until April 14, 2012. Reverb takes off from notions having to do with resonance, registration and
audible impressions. It
brings together soundbased work from artists
Eric Ambata, Kawayan
de Guia, Tad Ermitaño,
IC Jaucian, Diokno
Pasilan, Ronald Tomas,
and the collaborative
E.X.I.S.T.
(Experimentation in Sound Art
Tradition). Lecture fee
is P120 for nonstudents
and P100 for students.
For inquiries, call Fanny at 631-2417. Lopez
Memorial Museum and
Library is located at the
ground floor of Benpres
Building.

Those who cannot remember the past
are condemned to repeat it. —George
Santayana
December 27, 1907
Benito Lopez is shot nine
times by Joaquin Gil after his
reelection as Iloilo governor,
defeating Francisco Jalandoni; Gil was a follower of
Jalandoni
December 9, 1964
John F. Cotton Hospital
at the Meralco Center in
Ortigas is inaugurated
December 23, 1986
Meralco turns over to the
Department of Agrarian
Reform about 60 hectares
in Jala-Jala, Pililla which it
had bought in the 1960s for a
future nuclear plant
Source: Mercy Servida, head
librarian, Lopez Memorial
Museum Library

Cedie lopez-vargas: The
voice of the lopez
opez values

CEDIE LopezVargas continues the Lopez
Credo and Values campaign
initiated by
her
father,
c h a i r ma n
emeritus Oscar
M. Lopez.
The
executive
director of the Lopez
Memorial Museum, chair
of the Lopez Group HR
Council and head of logistics of ABS-CBN Corporation, Lopez-Vargas is
expected to be visible in the
social media component of
the Group-wide campaign.
Her avatar has become the

THE ‘LOPEZLINK’...
from page 5

The Group commemorates the 110th birth
anniversary of founder Eugenio H. Lopez Sr.
aUGUsT
DZMM
goes
“Sil-veRadyo” on its 25th anniversary.
At the Lopez Group
Midyear
Performance
Reviews, Amb. Lopez
commends everyone for
doing their part to ensure
the competitiveness of the
companies in the Group.

visual cue to signal narratives of Lopez Values Stars.
“It is an honor as well as a great responsibility
to be assigned this role…My task is simple—to
share with you stories that may help you understand the importance of the Lopez values,” she
said in an email to Lopez Group employees in
November.
Lopez-Vargas said that by using social media
to share how family members and other Lopez
Group employees lived the values, everyone will
better appreciate how these may be applied to
their daily life.
“My father always reminded us that the
Lopez businesses have always operated on the
basis of values deeply held by the Lopez family
and he said that it was just about time for us to
formally make these known to all the people we
work with,” she said.
Among those who have shared their stories
were Lopez Group chairman Amb. Manuel M.
OML receives the RVR Award for
Nation Building from the Junior Chamber International and the AIM Center
for CSR.
sePTeMBeR
Asian Eye Institute celebrates its 10th
anniversary with a scientific conference,
medical mission and thanksgiving
night.
Nine teams win Lopez Achieve
Achievement Awards (LAAs) during the
Lopez Group Business Excel
Excellence Awards. AFI’s On the Way
to Cleaning the Pasig, One Es
Estero at a Time clinches the top
LAA.

Lopez and ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III.
Amb. Lopez, speaking before the Lopez
Group HR Summit on November 25, 2011
also acknowledged that social media is an indispensable tool that “digital migrants”—the
generation that didn’t grow up using the Internet and digital devices—should learn to
utilize.
“I am glad that the campaign to cascade the
Lopez values is using the Internet, from email
to Facebook. I believe that once we have mastered the use of social media, it would be easier
to reach out to all 13,000 employees in the Lopez Group spread out from Ilocos to Davao and
points in between,” he noted.
On October 20, 2011, Lopez-Vargas, along
with the Lopez Group HR Council members,
had organized the formal launch of the Lopez
values at the Palm Grove in Rockwell Center.
An update of The Lopez Way, an AVP recapituEDC receives the Client
Leadership Award from the
Corpo
International Finance Corporation.
o
oCToBeR
FPH caps its 50th anniversary celebration with a
gala concert and appreciation
cocktails.
The Sikat II solar car backed
by First Gen Corp., First Philec
Solar Corp., EDC, First Philip
Philippine Industrial Park, First Balfour
Inc. and Griffin Sierra Travel Inc.
finishes in 17th place in the World
Solar Challenge in Australia.

The Lopez Values Stars homepage on Facebook

lating the Group’s mission, vision, values and
history, which also included messages from
members of the Lopez family, was shown during the event.
In the coming weeks, Lopez-Vargas said,
employees can look forward to lively discussions on the Facebook group called Lopez
Values Stars, which has already attracted more
than a hundred members to date. She encouraged those who cannot access Facebook at work
to do so at home.

N
NoveMBeR
More
than
80,000 runners join
11.20.2011 Run for
the Pasig River orga
organized by Kapit Bisig
Para sa Ilog Pasig.
Amb.
Lopez,
speaking at the annual strategic
planning
and budget conference, urges the attendees
not to be distracted by political intrigues following a spate of negative publicity against the
Group.
The Group collects eight citations at the 2011
Philippine Quill Awards, including an Award
of Merit for LopezLink.

CsR aCTiviTies
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KCh honors outstanding
beneficiaries, partners
KNOWLEDGE
Channel
Foundation Inc. (KCFI) honored a number of its partners and
beneficiaries for their outstanding support to the organization
and its work in the Knowledge
Channel Outstanding Stakeholders Award (KOSA).
Lopez Group chairman
emeritus and KCFI chairman
Oscar M. Lopez (OML), KCFI
president and executive director
Rina Lopez-Bautista and Education Secretary Armin Luistro
awarded Bagumbayan Central
School (BCS) in Legazpi City
as the Outstanding Knowledge
Channel School for 2011. BCS
was chosen for its many effective,
innovative and creative utilization strategies that maximize
their use of educational television as a teaching and learning
tool. Among these strategies
are increasing the number of
Knowledge Channel television
sets in their school and placing
units in the school’s parents’
lounge, barangay multipurpose
hall and daycare center.
The Division of Dumaguete
City was also conferred the Outstanding DepEd-Schools Division Award for actively guiding
its 13 school members toward
creating a sustainable relationship with KCFI, in the process

ensuring that educational television is effectively incorporated as
a teaching and learning resource
in each of these schools.
Lastly, the Parents, Teachers and Community Association of Calindagan Elementary
School (CES) in Dumaguete
was also recognized for its active support and leadership in
sustaining educational television use in CES.
OML commended the
winners for their hard work
and for sharing the vision of
educational media, which he
said gave rise to “a spirit of possibility” in the communities of
the winning stakeholders.
“I hope this KOSA will not
signal the end of your efforts. If
anything, I hope it inspires you
to reach even higher, to continue exploring new and different ways on how educational
media can change the way our
schools teach and the way our
students learn,” OML said.
Other KOSA honorees
were the Department of Education, cable operator partners
and individual and institutional donors who continue
to advocate and support the
Philippine public education
system through KCFI. (Charlene Tordesillas)
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The members of UP’s CWST class present their donation, the fruit of several fundraising activities, to KCFI
president Rina Lopez-Bautista

ness Administration’s Civic
Welfare Training Service
(CWTS) class conducted several fundraising campaigns,
the most notable of which was
Project Knowledge. A Facebook campaign undertaken in
cooperation with Aquabest, it
encouraged users to “like” the



1. OML, Rina Lopez-Bautista and Sec. Armin Luistro with the Outstanding Parents, Teachers and Community Association (PTCA) award
winner, the Calindagan Elementary School PCTA; 2. Lopez Holdings Corporation president Salvador G. Tirona; 3. Outstanding Knowledge
Channel School Award winner Bagumbayan Central School; 4. PMFTC president Christopher Nelson; 5. Marikina Shoe Exchange president
Victoria Bello Jardiolin-Villa; 6. SkyCable Corp. Field Operations manager Oscar Andula

‘Iskolars’ do their bit for KCh

A group of University of the
Philippines-Diliman (UP) students raised around P150,000
for the benefit of public school
students, teachers and other
learners through Knowledge
Channel.
Thirty-one students from
the UP College of Busi-



Project Knowledge Facebook
page. Aquabest pledged to
give P5 to Knowledge Channel for every “like” that the
page received.
At the end of the activity,
the Project Knowledge page
had more than 7,000 “likes,”
which translated to a dona-

tion of over P35,000 from
Aquabest alone. The class also
sold various merchandise, held
rummage sales and conducted
raffle draws as part of their
fundraising efforts, in addition to soliciting support from
family, friends and other companies.
The funds raised by the
CWTS class will help Knowledge Channel develop and produce more quality educational
television materials for teachers
and students, especially those
in Knowledge Channel-connected public schools.
The class also had an immersion activity at the Fortune Elementary School in
Marikina City as part of the
Knowledge Channel Volunteer
Program, where they acted as
big brothers and sisters to preschool kids. (C.Tordesillas)

Asian Eye offers
treatments for presbyopia
ARE you having a hard time
focusing your eyes or seeing
objects up close? Presbyopia is
a condition where the natural
lens of the eye loses its ability
to focus on near objects with
age. Asian Eye offers the
most comprehensive treatments for this condition.
For patients in their 40s
or 50s, or those who have had
lens exchange or cataract surgery, there is laser treatment
via the Supracor and Intracor
technologies, developed by
Technolas of Germany. Locally available only at Asian
Eye, they use a femtosecond
and excimer laser to reshape
the cornea for both distance
and near vision.
For those in their 60s or
who have been diagnosed
with cataract, Asian Eye has

the most extensive selection
of multifocal and accommodative intraocular lens
(IOLs) from the US and
Europe. IOLs can replace the
hardened natural lens, allow
improved distance and near
vision, and eliminate astigmatism.
Asian Eye offers multifocal/progressive contact lenses
for those who are not ready
or qualified for the aforementioned options. The institute is
the only center with a contact
lens specialist with extensive
experience in fitting the lens
suitable for the patient.
With premium patient
safety in mind, Asian Eye
conducts
thorough
eye
screenings to determine
which option is best for patients. (Reighmond Vencer)
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Pitoy Moreno tribute gala:
an evening of beauty

CsR aCTiviTies

By Dulce Festin-Baybay and Caloy G. Campos

ABS-CBN, Metro Society
and the Lifestyle Network,
together with Binibining Pilipinas Charities Inc., organized
Pitoy Moreno: A Tribute Gala
on November 21, 2011.
The show featured over
100 pieces from the oeuvre of
Moreno, Asia’s Fashion Czar
who became a National Artist
for Fashion Design in 2009.

1

Bb. Pilipinas Miss Universe titleholders and finalists walked
the ramp with Kapamilya artists like Piolo Pascual, Sam
Milby and Christian Bautista,
while superb music was provided by the Manila Symphony
Orchestra.
Moreno has been dazzling
people for close to six decades,
blazing fashion ramps and eve-







ning balls all over the world with
his cutting-edge designs embellished with intricate beadwork
over hand-painted designs.
Moreno thanked his friends
and guests for the tribute,
but it was actually the public
which was thanking him for
making the Philippines one of
the most fashionably-dressed
nations in the world.





Proceeds
from
Pitoy
Moreno: A Tribute Gala will
go to the assisted community
programs and projects of Lopez Group Foundation Inc.
1. National Artist for Fashion
Design Pitoy Moreno with his
sister, writer Virgie Moreno
2. Amb. Manuel M. Lopez
and wife Maritess Lopez
3. Lopez Inc. chair Presy
Lopez Psinakis and Alice Tesoro
Guerrero
4. AFI chief strategic officer
Monchet Olives, ABS-CBN
Licensing’s Karen Coloma,
ABS-CBN chair Gabby Lopez
III, Stella Marquez Araneta
and Jorge Araneta
5. ABS-CBN president
Charo Santos-Concio and Judy
Araneta-Roxas
6. Lopez Museum director
Cedie Lopez-Vargas with Metro
Society editor Raul Manzano
7. LGFI’s Dulce Festin
Baybay, LGFI consultant Mitos
Santisteban, Connie Lopez and
Commgroup CIO Mark L. Lopez
8. ABS-CBN Publishing head
Ernie Lopez
9. LGFI president Rafael M.
Alunan III and wife Elizabeth
Alunan
10. Berta Lopez Feliciano and
Chi Chi Lizot
11. Actor Piolo Pascual
12. Sam Milby
13. KC Concepcion

EDC’s VP for Bacman Operations (left) welcomes President Benigno S.
Aquino III at the EDC exhibit booth in Bicol University, site of the first
climate change academy in Asia

RE is the way to a
low-carbon future

BY operating its geothermal
fields and maintaining the
watersheds around its project
sites, Energy Development
Corporation (EDC) avoids
a total of 5.2 million tons of
carbon equivalent per year to
substantially reduce the Philippines’ carbon intensity.
Senior vice president for
Environment and External
Relations Agnes de Jesus discussed how EDC has been
helping in the national effort to
address climate change in the
first Philippine Media Conference on Climate Change
Adaptation in Bicol University
in Legazpi City, Albay.
“As a major player on the
global and national renewable
energy (RE) stage, EDC has
the inherent capacity to make
profound contributions to
mitigate the effects of climate
change. Because of EDC’s geothermal projects, the country

was able to reduce its carbon
intensity by about 20%. Thus,
we rank 49th instead of 21st on
the list of countries with high
carbon intensity,” de Jesus said.
EDC’s carbon footprint of
0.10 tons CO2 equivalent is 4X
lower than the country average
of 0.48 tons CO2 equivalent.
Further independent studies
indicated that EDC’s carbon
emissions are between 85%92% less than the average in
regions where the company
operates. EDC’s carbon intensity in Visayas and Mindanao
is 0.03 tons/MWh and 0.02
tons/MWh respectively, versus
the Philippines’ carbon grid
intensity of 0.27 tons/MWh in
Visayas and 0.28 tons/MWh
in Mindanao.
De Jesus also presented
EDC’s climate change adaptation and mitigation initiatives
in its project sites during the
conference. (Toni Nieva)

Bayan, Citi launch CMDC
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CITI Microenterprise Development Center (CMDC), a
collaboration between Bayan
Academy and Citi, was formally
opened in Quezon City in October. Funded by Citi Foundation,
CMDC is a venue for training,
mentoring and providing consultancy services to high-potential micro entrepreneurs.
Bayan Academy chairman Dr. Eduardo Morato Jr.
thanked Citi for taking their
collaborative efforts to the next
level, saying Bayan Academy
is taking its mission to serve
as a learning hub for micro
entrepreneurs one step further
by providing access to assistance, assessment services and
professional advice online at
CMDC.
Bayan Academy president
Raul Manikan noted that the

creation of CMDC was a con- new milestone in our partnercrete step toward empowering ship with Bayan Academy in
the micro entrepreneurs ser- support of our common vision to
viced by Bayan.
democratize entrepreneurship,”
In 2010, Bayan Academy noted Citi Philippines corporate
facilitated the training of more affairs director Aneth Lim.
than 100
high-potential micro entrepreneurs in
a program
also supported by
Citi Foundation. This
year, that
number is
expected
Bayan Academy chairman Dr. Eduardo Morato Jr. and
to go up to
president Raul Manikan (2nd and 3rd from left) are
300.
joined by Citi Philippines corporate affairs director Aneth
“ We ’r e
Lim (rightmost) in the formal opening of CMDC at
pleased to
Bayan Academy. Also in photo is Bayan Academy board
celebrate a
member Marietta Goco (leftmost)

Don’t keep the good news to yourself. Pass on your copy of LopezLink! Be a Facebook fan, sign up in http://www.facebook.com/pages/Lopezlink/86834229052.
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2011 record

More than 0,000 runners make
Pasig River run Ph’s largest footrace

Photo by: RYaN RaMos
Photo by: aMoR ReYes

Photo by: FRaNCe Cole TeNGCo

deCeMBeR
1: don henrico’s Run,
3k/5k/10k (CCP Complex,
Pasay), 3:30 pm. Fee:
P600. Contact tonmercado@donhenricos.net or
0922-8741337
JaNUaRY
: st. scholastica Fun
Run, 1k/3k/5k/10k (CCP
Complex, Pasay), 5:30 am.
Fee: P500-P600. Contact
info.ssc_funrun2012@
yahoo.com.ph or Gay at
0926-2052787
: Pse Bull Run, 3k/5k/
10k/16k/21k (BGC), 4 am.
Fee: P250-500. Contact
www.takbo.ph/
: subic international
Marathon, 10k/21k/42k
(Remy Field, Subic), Fee:
P50-P800. Contact www.
takbo.ph/

Photo by: eRiK laCsoN

sPoRTs & WellNess
CaleNdaR

the police and military, nongovernment
organizations,
the business sector and private
institutions that composed the
massive crowd only proved
that they want a cleaner Pasig
River for the future generation.
“It shows who we are as
a people. The numbers don’t
matter, there’s no doubt about
it. Students came here. The
army and the police were here.
The private sector was here in
full force,” said Lopez.
The charity 21K race organized by ABS-CBN’s Cable
Channels and Print Media
Group was participated in by
KBPIP sponsors and partners,
together with the country’s top
businessmen and executives
such as ABS-CBN chairman
and CEO Eugenio Lopez III
and Ayala Corporation president Fernando Zobel.
Olives disclosed that they
are already planning to take
on EDSA in 2012. “We’re going to play heavy on kids next
year. If you get them to join,
you also draw their parents,”
he added.
KBPIP’s strategy is to clean
up the esteros that drain into
the Pasig River. Lopez said
in order to successfully clean
the entire river, they must first
clean the water that goes into
it and change the way people
look at the river through events
such as the annual run for the
Pasig River. (Kane Choa)

Photo by: doY oNGleo

A total of 86,547 runners
participated in Kapit Bisig
Para sa Ilog Pasig’s (KBPIP’s)
11.20.2011 Run for the Pasig
River on November 20, 2011,
making it the largest single
racing event in the country this
year.
According to ABS-CBN
Foundation Inc. (AFI) chief
strategic officer Monchet Olives, the turnout at the advocacy run was five times bigger
than the 16,000 participants
at another run this year organized by a pharmaceutical
company.
He said over 120,000
people registered and paid
the fees, including slots that
were sponsored. The figure
was higher than last year’s
10.10.10 Run for the Pasig
River that broke the Guinness
World Record for the largest
number of participants in a
racing event with more than
116,000 runners.
Olives stressed that the
organizers “focused on the
experience” as they arranged
a festive setting for this year’s
runners with bands from different universities, the military
and the Metro Manila Development Authority.
AFI managing director
Gina Lopez, meanwhile, said
that the contingents from
schools, government agencies,

Clockwise from top: Thousands of runners
take part in 11.20.2011: Run for the Pasig
River; AFI managing director Gina Lopez, ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez
III, Manila Mayor Alfredo Lim, PNP
Director General Nicanor Bartolome and
Kapamilya actor Piolo Pascual at the start
of the run; EL3 joins the 21K charity run.
Inset photo shows the area—Paco Market
to Trece de Agosto—before the KBPIP
cleanup; AFI chief strategic officer Monchet
Olives, GL and Dir. Gen. Bartolome

Lifelong holds Mt.
Batulao trek
By Benjo Sandoval

NO words can describe the fun
and fulfillment that the 100plus Lopez Group employees
felt on November 12, 2011 when
they joined Lifelong’s mountain
trekking activity at Mt. Batulao
in Nasugbu, Batangas.
It was a gloomy Saturday
morning and fog wrapped the
area when the group arrived
around 7 a.m. Because of its
proximity to Metro Manila,
Mt. Batulao is one of the mostclimbed destinations for novice
hikers. Upon arriving, the group
was greeted by hospitable locals
from the small barangay at the

foot of the mountain. The participants were given a few minutes
to settle in and prepare for the
assault.
The plan wasn’t really to
reach the peak. Since the organizers knew that climbing
the peak would be dangerous,
they decided that the trek will
end at Camp 6. The participants were divided into three
groups; each group had a local
guide and medical staff from
the Philippine National Red
Cross’ Batangas chapter.
The groups decided to take
the old trail, which was an-

Some members of the 100-plus Lopez Group contingent at Mt. Batulao

other one- to two-hour walk
to Camp 6. Once you reach the
first camp, the rest of the trek
will be a lot easier since the
camps are really close to each

other.
Upon reaching Camp 6,
the participants explored the
place and took pictures; some
ate lunch and napped for a few

minutes. The descent was set
for 1 p.m. After the trek, the
participants took time to wash
up and rest at the base before
leaving.
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Have ‘da best’

hristmas, Kapamilya! Elegantly yours

IT’S that time of the year! Celebrate with your kapamilya by gifting them with these premium items
from ABS-CBN.

011
‘Kapamilya Parol,’ P,010
24-inch capiz parol with rope lights and blinker,
cam
220V. As seen in ABS-CBN’s Christmas campaign, “Da Best Ang Pasko ng Pilipino.” A portion
of the proceeds from the sale of the parol will go
to Kapit Bisig Para sa Ilog Pasig
“PBB Unlimited” shirt,
P0
The PBB shirt is back with
this year’s “Pinoy Big Brother
Unlimited” logo! Available in
white and black. Other shirts available
are “Unkabogable” (P270), “100 Days”
for kids (P230) and Choose Philippines
(P300)

Canvas tote bag, P0
It’s the tote that counts!
This little beauty is roomy
enough for all
the must-haves
you lug around
every day

anyard,
lanyard,
P1
0
P10
Wear your love
Kapam
for the Kapamilya
network
front and center
with this ABSCBN lanyard.
Also available
in gold
For
more
gift ideas this
Christmas season,
visit the ABS-CBN
Store online
at http://
abscbn
abscbnstore.
multiply.
com. (Pia
de Leon)

STILL thinking of an elegant gift for the coming
holidays? Lopez Memorial Museum and Library
presents new products inspired by its collection.
Note cards, P0
Set of 12 5x3.5-inch
note cards and 12 white
envelopes, inspired by
various objects from
the Museum’s collection. Available in four
different designs

Journal, P0
Journal with 80 leaves,
size 7x5.5 inches. Also
available are Luna
and Hidalgo address
books (P250), Luna and Hidalgo blank note cards
(P150), Blanco gift tags (P100), Luna floral note
cards (P250) and Museum notebooks (P150)
To order, call 631-2417, email lopez.museum.
ph@gmail.com or visit the Museum at Benpres
Building, Ortigas Center.

THE ENCHANTMENT...

WHAT I AM...

‘WE HAVE...

‘KAPAMILYAS’...

MAKING OUR...

The past year had been turbulent for world
economies but here in our country, we seem to
have had relative peace. A new administration
determined to do things right through the
straight and narrow path has given us reason
to hope for a better outcome for our futures.
But the challenge for a better tomorrow is not
the responsibility of P-Noy alone but is something we all have to meet together. As we take
a break this holiday season, we need to ask
ourselves what have we done to bring peace
in this world through our immediate relationships with family, friends and society.
Indeed, we all need to be men of goodwill
so we can experience peace in our times. If
we want to change the world, it can only happen if we all started to change our own little
worlds. If we all strive to enchant people we
are in contact with every day, making an effort for them to trust us... to like us... we would
be that closer in realizing that promise of the
angels at the core of our continuing enchantment with Christmas.
In other words, keep the Christmas spirit
alive every day of the year and sooner than
later, that elusive peace will happen because
there are so many more men of goodwill
around.On behalf of my family, I would like
to wish all our kapamilya in the Lopez Group
all the blessings and joys of the season. May
the enchantment of Christmas live in us all
days of the new year!

keep our companies united in the service of our many stakeholders.
Indeed, you have met our customers’
expectations, whether they rely on our
power plants for electricity; on our media group for news and entertainment;
on our communication segment for
telephone, broadband and cable service;
on our manufacturing facilities for solar
and utility output; or on our property
and infrastructure units for their homes
and factories. I am truly encouraged by
your hard work.
Needless to say, next year is expected to
remain challenging not just for our businesses, but for the country and the world
economy as a whole. But learning from
what we have accomplished this year in
the Group, I am confident that the various companies can ably pursue their respective strategies and remain relevant in
their chosen markets.
Finally, I am grateful for the new
addition to our family, Luis, born to
Beaver and Jackie in November. Every
grandchild brings such great joy to me,
as each one embodies God’s grace and
infinite love for a family.
From Maritess, my children and
grandchildren, our sincere wishes of
a meaningful Christmas and new year
filled with hope and cheer!

with the Lord. Reflection
is extremely empowering,
because it makes clear our
goals and purposes in life. It
affirms our values and principles. It gives us direction
and hope for the future.
As I reflect on this year,
I recognize the many challenges faced by the different
business units and foundations of the Lopez Group. I
admire the way we have persevered to achieve our objectives for the year. I salute
the way we have helped each
other resolve issues with patience and determination.
Indeed, we have been blessings to one another in the
way we have worked out our
difficulties. Congratulations
to all!
May the Lord bless us
with the strength to face
2012 with the same unity,
excellence and integrity that
we lived in 2011.
Maligayang Pasko at
manigong bagong taon sa lahat.

family dinners and even special
days at your children’s school.
All the past years, your work
has been bringing happiness and
hope to every Filipino home. Of
course, the home most important to you is your own. Nothing will inspire you more than
the dreams of your family.
I am grateful that I am also
surrounded by thousands of Lopez Group Kapamilyas who have
been very generous with their
talents, loyalty and friendship.
I always count you among my
blessings. And you are always the
reason I can look forward to every coming year with enthusiasm
and optimism.
Although every year comes
with new challenges, I am always encouraged by the way we
work together hurdling them
and I am always excited to see
how we triumph together. This
will make me borrow another
line from our SID—“anumang
pinagdaanang may kabigatan,
wala naman tayong di nakayanan.”
Da Best ang Pasko ng Pilipino!

by Arie de Geus published in 1997 resulting
from a study in the 1980s about why the average
lifespan of a Fortune 500 company is just 40-50
years. Their conclusion is a rather telling one:
“Companies die because their managers focus
on the economic activity of producing goods and
services, and they forget that their organizations’
true nature is that of a community of humans.”
This thought captures the way we would like to
build FPH and the Lopez Group into the future:
as a community of humans and a living company
that breathes as well as feels. One that responds
to its employees giving the best of themselves and
the best part of their lives by also being there for
them even during their darkest hours.
When he acquired Meralco from its former
owners, my Lolo saw a company run entirely by
Americans. He changed all that because he believed in our ability to run an enterprise equal to
if not better than our western counterparts. He
went on to build a shining example of Filipino
managerial excellence and pioneering service
standards for Philippine companies.
Our next 50 years will take his vision and go
a step further. We will take the best the Filipino has to offer to a global consumer and a
more competitive global arena. My Christmas
wish this year and perhaps for many Christmases to come is that through all our efforts
and yours we will make that dream a reality.
Happy holidays to you and your families and
God bless us all in the New Year to come!
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Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.






Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to November puzzle
Solution, tips and computer
program available at www.
sudoku.com

GRIFFIN SIERRA
RECOMMENDS By Carla Atienza

What’s new in

Singapore
OUR friends from the Singapore
Tourism Board came over for a visit and
to give an update on the latest shows
in the city and the newest additions to
the Wildlife Reserves Singapore.

‘Wicked’

From December 6, 2011 to February 26, 2012, the Broadway hit
musical “Wicked” takes the stage at the
Marina Bay Sands’ Grand Theater.
This Grammy, Tony and Helpmann
award-winner is recommended for
audiences eight years old and up, and
tells the story of the witches of Oz
before Dorothy dropped in.

Jungle breakfast with orang
utans

Singapore Zoo is known to have
among the most beautiful settings
in the world, where 2,530 animals
roam freely in open, natural habitats
covering 28 hectares.
The most recognized resident is the
orang utan, and Jungle Breakfast with
Wildlife is a unique encounter where
diners experience firsthand the wonder
of being so close to these wonderful

AND so we come to the end of another year. It is true what they say:
the older you get, the faster time flies,
or seems to. But that’s neither here
nor there. Right now what matters
is Christmas, one of the reddest of
red-letter days in the calendar. As
we write this, there are only three
weeks to go. How are you planning to
celebrate Christmas this year? Before
we get too caught up in the minutiae
of surviving the season, let’s take the
time to ponder on the messages of
our leaders in the Lopez Group.
Meanwhile, Lopez Group chairman Amb. Manuel M. Lopez expressed pride in the way the various companies came together to
address the Development Bank of the Philippines write-off issue.
“That is the kind of unity we require,” he affirmed at the Group’s
November 21 strategic planning and annual budget conference.
“Held together by our values, let us stand together to defend the
Group against those who malign our companies and our leaders
because of their own ignorance or of ill will.”
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III (EL3) refuted the
allegations in a speech at the conference. He pointed out that
paying a debt was something that his father, Eugenio Lopez
Jr., felt so strongly about that he felt a moral obligations to pay
“ABS-CBN debts left stranded in 1972” amounting to tens of
millions of pesos despite the fact that these had been “proscribed
by the lenders.” “Paying our debts in the Lopez Group is something like religious dogma,” EL3 asserted.
More from the good news department: the Lopez Group
scored nine trophies at the 2011 Philippine Quill Awards of the
International Association of Business Communicators-Philippines on November 28, 2011, including an Award of Merit for
the LopezLink team. Congratulations!
Energy Development Corporation (EDC) is an active contributor to the government’s climate change mitigation program,
with its efforts in renewable energy yielding concrete results. The
Philippines now ranks 49th instead of 21st on the list of countries
with high carbon intensity, said EDC Environment and External
Relations senior vice president Agnes de Jesus.

creatures. Sipping coffee and
nibbling on toast
next to an orang
utan is an experience you will not easily forget! Themed
exhibits such as Fragile Forest, Hamadryas Baboons—The Great Rift Valley of Ethiopia, and Elephants of Asia,
and interactive “edu-taining” animal
presentations will move everyone to
learn about and appreciate animals.

dinner on the Gourmet safari
express

For an after dark experience with
a difference, discover the Night Safari—the world’s first safari park for
nocturnal animals. Enjoy twilight
views of over 1,000 animals of 120
species amid 40 hectares of lush secondary forest.
Don’t forget to catch Chawang, the
majestic crossed-tusked bull elephant
and his nocturnal neighbors such as
the giant anteater, greater one-horned
rhinoceros and the clouded leopard!
The park operates from 7:30 p.m.
until 12 midnight, but come early to
explore the retail shops and restaurants,
which open from 6 p.m. onwards.
An exquisite dining experience
awaits at Ulu Ulu Safari Restaurant,

which offers an array of local favorites and international cuisine in a
charmingly ethnic setting.
Those looking for a unique event
venue should consider the Gourmet
Safari Express, which features a
sumptuous meal while enjoying the
sounds of nature. An opulent dinner
is served on board a specially decorated tram that goes around the lush
secondary forest of the Night Safari.

Jurong Bird Park

Considered one of the world’s
finest, Asia-Pacific’s largest bird
park is a haven for 4,600 birds of
380 species. Its lush greenery, tranquil settings and colorful birds are a
marvel in urban Singapore.
Thematic exhibits like Penguin
Coast, African Waterfall Aviary,
the Lory Loft, Pelican Cove, Southeast Asian Aviary, Parrot Paradise,
Windows on Paradise and Dinosaur
Descendants feature a wide variety of
birds from around the globe. The Bird
Discovery Centre is a living classroom
with 12 displays which showcase the
wonders of the avian world.
For flight+hotel+“Wicked” tickets
and other packages, call Griffin
Sierra at 898-2451 to 57 or email
traveldesk@griffin-sierra.com.ph.
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Dear Rosie

The Lopez Values Stars Facebook closed group was recently
launched with the avatar of HR Council chair Cedie Lopez Vargas. The site is the newest ground zero for Lopez values-related
stories and discussions. If you haven’t signed up on Facebook,
now’s the time to do so!
Did you know that Power Plant Mall is actually ahead of
other malls in terms of the merchandise it offers? If you want
to be a trend-setter, you know where to go! Let’s go “behind the
scenes” and find out what makes Power Plant Mall tick as shared
by Rockwell AVPs Belen Nones and Roshele Moreno.
Merry Christmas, one and all! Until next year!
ooOoo
Congratulations to Ms. Gina Lopez and Kapit Bisig Para sa
Ilog Pasig! I’m sad that a new record wasn’t made this time, but
there’s always next year. Still a wonderful job!—Shelly
This year’s run was really an enjoyable experience, which
was what the organizers were after. As for the record, no pressure—there’s always next year! See you at the next run!
ooOoo
Ang galing umarte ng mga batang artista at ng buong cast
ng ‘Ikaw ay Pag-ibig.’ Nakakaiyak ang mga eksena. Tagos sa
puso. Panalo!—Danyella
ooOoo
I haven’t started on my Christmas shopping yet. Any nice but
inexpensive gift ideas?—Nini
We’ve rounded up some possible gifts for your loved ones
courtesy of ABS-CBN’s Licensing Division and Lopez Memorial Museum. And, of course, if you want to hit the malls, there’s
always Power Plant Mall for hassle-free and safe shopping.
Good luck!
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions about anything and everything about the Lopez Group,
please send them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@
benpres-holdings.com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend
or fan on Facebook.

Airfare deals

Manila-Australia-Manila. From $410 ++,
fly round-trip from Manila to Adelaide,
Brisbane, Cairns, Melbourne, Perth or
Sydney via Hong Kong.
Manila-US West Coast/Canada-Manila.
From $ 610++, fly round-trip from Manila
to Los Angeles, San Francisco or Vancouver
via Hong Kong.
Manila-Europe-Manila. From $670++, fly
round-trip from Manila to Amsterdam, Paris,
Rome, London or Milan via Hong Kong.
Conditions apply: For flights departing
now until March 31, 2012. Tickets must be
purchased on or before December 15, 2011.
Subject to availability.
Turkey for Holy Week 2012. Great value
from $1,395 per person. Group tour begins
on April 5, 2012 until April 12, 2012. Package includes all deluxe motor coach transfers,
domestic flights between Istanbul and Cappadocia, all hotel accommodations with daily
breakfast, daily lunch, farewell dinner, all
sightseeing tours and entrance fees, and experienced English-speaking guide. Excludes
international airfare.
Plan ahead. Call Griffin Sierra at 8982451 to 57 or email traveldesk@griffinsierra.com.ph. Look for Leanne Alvarez.
Package prices are subject to taxes and
surcharges. (C. Atienza)

Batanes photo
safari sked for 2012
As beautiful as a postcard, Mt.
Iraya as viewed from Vayang
Hills, also known as “Marlboro
Hills”

Lecturer Mandy
Navasero

THE Mandy Navasero Batanes
Photo Safari 2012 is now open
for registration! Schedules are
February 24-27, 2012; March
9-12, 2012; March 23-26 or 27,
2012 (five days for those flying overnight to Itbayat for five
passengers); April 6-10 or 11,
2012 (with Itbayat); April 14-17,
2012; April 27-30, 2012; May
4-8, 2012; May 11-15, 2012; and
May 25-29, 2012. For more info,
email mandynavasero@yahoo.
com, call 896-3208, visit http://
mandy-navasero.blogspot.com
or drop by Rm. 329, LRI Design
Plaza, 210 Nicanor Garcia St.,
Bel Air II, Makati City.
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What’s new

By Cherry Pineda

night away in a fantasy ball with
models Danica Magpantay, Sam
Gomez, Michelle Panemanglor
and Ana Sideco, among others.
Metro also demonstrates how to
go all-out with glamor through
extravagant gowns, fabulous
makeup and dazzling jewelry.
Take cues from Metro’s Gift
Guide and Black Book to help
par
you plan the most stylish parties. Metro is also available on
the iPad. Download it for free
on iTunes!

Usher in the
holiday season
with ‘Vault’

Music meets fashion in
‘Metro’

Metro celebrates the holidays with a musicmeets-fashion masquerade ball with the hottest
artists of OPM and the next wave of supermodels.The magazine collaborates with Universal
Records to feature the label’s music royalty: Gary
Valenciano, Jay-R, Jed Madela, Christian Bautista, Sam Concepcion and Yael Yuzon party the

from ABS-CBN Publishing this December
ing’s magazines, Android users must download
the Zinio app from the Android Market. The Jones, Penn take spotlight
app is also available through the iPad App Store. in ‘UFC’
UFC Magazine Philippines, the official print media
Fifty reasons to get ‘Chalk’! release
of Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC)
In Chalk’s December-January issue, not only do
we give you the latest fashion and beauty finds,
we have also compiled a list of the 50 hottest
guys of ‘11! Meet Neil Coleta, Ivan Dorschner,
Andrew Wilson, Albie Casiño, Daniel Padilla
and 45 other hotties! Topping the list is cover
guy Xian Lim, who talks about how he went
from music geek to heartthrob. There are also
tips on how to keep fit through the holidays,
gift suggestions for the men in your life and
makeup looks inspired by runway trends.

in the country, carries the latest news on UFC
events and fighters. Jon “Bones” Jones, dubbed
as “the present and the future of UFC,” is on the
cover. UFC Magazine sat down with the champ,
affording a closer view of the man and what makes
him tick. BJ Penn, a recent Manila visitor, is also
featured. In addition, celebrities who share a passion for UFC share their thoughts on the sport.
Get the newest issues of your favorite magazines at
leading bookstores and magazine stands nationwide.

Vault showcases “ungettable
gets,” from vintage Rolex
watches, bespoke suits by
Anderson & Sheppard and fine art by Filipino
masters at Christie’s to rare Chateau Mouton
Rothschild wines. We usher in the season with
executive chef Cyrille Soenen of Impressions at
Resorts World Manila, who prepares a delectable
seven-course holiday feast. The Vault team then
picks up speed on the Sepang International F1
circuit in Malaysia while test driving the Lamborghini Aventador. Vault is also available on Zinio
(zinio.com). To download ABS-CBN Publishtravel suitcases that can withstand any kind
of weather, may it be in the Alps or Maui.
A great investment, Rimowa offers different
sizes for your different needs. Visit them at
the R1 Level.

ROCKWELL POWER PLANT FINDS

Year-end

splurge!
By Nowee de la Cerna

END the year with a bang by giving your loved ones special gifts. Be on the lookout for some of these stores opening at Power Plant Mall.
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Take a bite, it’s all
right…

la senza

This favorite Canadian brand of lingerie is
opening this December. From minimalist designs to colorful and daring prints, La Senza
is sure to have them. Better be there when
they open at the R2 Level so that you can
shop for your mom, sister and girl friends.

sebago

Feeling extra generous this
season? Choose a gift that’s fully customizable to fit the personality of your loved ones.
Sebago carries classic boat shoes in a variety of colors (including the laces and the
soles). Make your way
to the Archaeology
wing at the R2 Level
this December.

The spa

essences

Can’t think of any gift that’s
exactly right? You can never go
wrong with bath and beauty items. The newly
opened Essences carries luxurious items that
are worthy of your special recipients. They
have a variety of holiday packages that can
give your family and friends a complete pampering experience. Check them out at the R1
Level.

As 2011 ends and we
welcome a new year,
treat yourself to a new
you! Leave your worries behind and indulge in health, fitness
and beauty services
care of The Spa at the
R2 Level.

Rimowa

Getting ready for
some heavy-duty traveling? Rimowa carries

Want another bite of
Apple? Enjoy generous discounts on
Apple products at Beyond the Box in Rockwell
Center! Simply flash your Lopez Group
company ID and take home the latest iPod,
iPhone, MacBook Air and other Apple gadgets at special prices!

